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ABSTRACT Machine learning (ML) which is a subset of artificial intelligence is expected to unlock
the potential of challenging large-scale problems in conventional massive multiple-input-multiple-output
(CM-MIMO) systems. This introduces the concept of intelligent massive MIMO (I-mMIMO) systems. Due
to the surge of application of different ML techniques in the enhancement of mMIMO systems for existing
and emerging use cases beyond fifth-generation (B5G) networks, this article aims to provide an overview of
the different aspects of the I-mMIMO systems. First, the characteristics and challenges of the CM-MIMO
have been identified. Secondly, the most recent efforts aimed at applying ML to a different aspect of
CM-MIMO systems are presented. Thirdly, the deployment of I-mMIMO and efforts towards standardization
are discussed. Lastly, the future trends of I-mMIMO-enabled application systems are presented. The aim of
this paper is to assist the readers to understand different ML approaches in CM-MIMO systems, explore
some of the advantages and disadvantages, identify some of the open issues, and motivate the readers toward
future trends.
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INDEX TERMS 5G, 6G network, beyond 5G, artificial intelligence, deep learning, intelligent MIMO,
machine learning, massive MIMO.

I. INTRODUCTION15

In the fifth-generation (5G) network, massive multiple-input-16

multiple-output (mMIMO) was considered one of the key17

disruptive technologies. The intensive research effort over18

the past decade has made mMIMO a reality and has shown19

that it can meet the unprecedented high spectral and energy20

efficiency requirements compared to fourth-generation (4G)21

multi-user MIMO systems [1]. The concept of mMIMO is22

developed based on the deployment of very large numbers23

of antennas at the base station to serve simultaneously many24

terminals [2]. The research on mMIMO has spanned over25
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a decade and it is still an active research area as more 26

efforts are being made to meet the stringent requirements of 27

beyond 5G (B5G) networks. The concepts of B5G networks 28

are currently being discussed under different topics such as 29

sixth-generation (6G), 2030 networks, and next-generation 30

wireless networks. Some of the research articles have pro- 31

vided insights on what to expect from the B5G networks [3], 32

[4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. These include network 33

capabilities for new market and industry verticals such as 34

industry 4.0 autonomous applications, media and entertain- 35

ment, healthcare systems, virtual reality, augmented real- 36

ity, extended reality, and the education sector [6], [9]. Such 37

new verticals will create massive-scale connectivity with dis- 38

parate performance objectives such as ultra-high reliability, 39
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extremely high data rates, and ultra-low latency. While the40

conceptualization of the B5G and 6G are in progress, it is41

expected that artificial intelligence (AI) will play a vital42

role in the design and optimization of wireless communi-43

cation systems, protocols, and operations. Tremendous suc-44

cess has been evidenced in the research and deployment45

of mMIMO. However, there are still issues that need to be46

addressed to transform mMIMO into a fully user-centric,47

scalable, flexible system to embrace emerging technologies48

in the B5G networks. The issues include computational com-49

plexity [12], scalability issues, resource allocation, and novel50

cellular use cases that are not feasible with mathematically51

or model-based approaches such as user positioning [13] and52

smart environments.53

To address these issues, AI-driven mMIMO systems have54

attracted a great deal of research interest from both the indus-55

try and academia, paving the way for intelligent mMIMO56

(I-mMIMO) systems. The I-mMIMO integrates different AI57

techniques to address challenging and highly complex prob-58

lems. AI techniques that involve the simulation of human59

intelligence by machines have been identified as a key60

enabling technique for I-mMIMO systems [14]. The branch61

of AI that has been largely exploited for wireless communi-62

cation is machine learning (ML). The ML technique can be63

categorized into supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement64

learning (RL). In particular, ML enables machines to learn65

from large amounts of data in order to perform certain tasks66

without explicitly programming it while deep learning (DL)67

is a technique for implementingML by using multi-layer arti-68

ficial neural networks (ANN). The use of ML is considered69

a valuable AI tool for assisting in intelligent, adaptive, and70

decision-making in communication technology. The ML is71

expected to unlock solutions to previously difficult and large-72

scale problems that are associated with mMIMO systems.73

However, an important factor to consider is the determination74

of the right use cases for ML in mMIMO communications.75

For the rest of this paper, we shall refer to the use of AI in76

mMIMO systems as the application of ML and its subset77

DL. Recent works have highlighted some key areas of the78

application of ML in mMIMO systems. This includes the79

physical layer (PHY) operations which are automatic modu-80

lation recognition, channel estimation (CE), signal detection,81

channel encoding and decoding, and beamforming [15], [16].82

Other aspects include control of the PHY via configuration83

of multiple metasurfaces for redirection of the beam from the84

base station (BS) to hidden terminals, and lastly the manage-85

ment of mMIMO network for resource allocation [1], [17].86

Some of the advantages of ML for mMIMO communica-87

tion systems based on existing studies [16], [18], [19], [20],88

[21], [22] are summarized as follows:89

1) The intrinsic ability of ML to learn, directly from the90

observed data, complex input-output relationships, and91

statistical structures facilitate dimensionality reduction92

thereby reducing computational time and complexity,93

and increase in spectral efficiency and energy effi-94

ciency in large-scale mMIMO systems.95

2) Less complexity in dealing with non-linear character- 96

istics that are often associated with the PHY layer due 97

to hardware impairments from low-cost components or 98

low-precision analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). 99

3) Overcome the limitations faced in the use of mathe- 100

matical models and optimization problems in signal 101

processing, especially in mathematically non-tractable 102

problems. 103

4) Provide intelligence in network decision-making for 104

user-centric services by taking into consideration both 105

the signal processing and network environmental fac- 106

tors, such as channel dynamics, traffic patterns, quality 107

of experience, and network composition. 108

In order to provide an overview of the application of ML in 109

I-mMIMO systems, this article aims to address the follow- 110

ing research questions (RQ) - RQ1: What are deployment 111

methods for I-mMIMO systems? RQ2: What is the current 112

research trend in the application of ML in I-mMIMO? RQ3: 113

What are the challenges and open issues in the adoption of 114

ML in I-mMIMO systems? RQ4: What are the future direc- 115

tions for ML in I-mMIMO systems? 116

A. RELATED WORKS AND MOTIVATION 117

Recent surveys in the literature have discussed the use of AI 118

in communications systems [1], [14], [22], [23], [24], [25], 119

[26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36]. 120

In [1], Bjornson et al. highlighted five new research directions 121

for mMIMO, among which one of them is the I-mMIMO 122

systems. The authors illustrated how the use of ML can trans- 123

form the conventional mMIMO system into an I-mMIMO 124

system. In [14], the authors discussed the advantages that AI 125

would provide for B5G communication networks. The need 126

for ML in mMIMO and some examples of ML applications 127

in mMIMO were discussed in the literature. A survey on the 128

applications of deep reinforcement learning (DRL) in com- 129

munications and networking was presented in [24]. Similarly, 130

a survey on the application of DL in physical channel models 131

with emphasis on automatic modulation recognition, channel 132

decoding and detection was presented in [25]. In [22] Zap- 133

pone et al., provided a detailed discussion on the application 134

of DL in wireless communication systems by establishing the 135

link between ML and DL, and the application of DL models 136

and mathematical models in wireless networks. A review of 137

DL-based detectors for uplink communication in mMIMO 138

systems was presented in [26] with a detailed discussion of 139

various deep neural networks (DNN). While in [27] a tutorial 140

on DRL as multi-agent learning in cooperative AI-enabled 141

wireless networks was presented. Bhatia et al. [28] presented 142

a short review of DL approaches for mMIMO systems. 143

This includes DL for modulation recognition, beam selec- 144

tion, CE, and antenna selection (AS). A survey from Zhang 145

and Zhu [29] identified six major areas for AI-enabled 6G 146

networks. One of the areas includes advanced radio inter- 147

faces such as CE and detection, channel coding, modulation 148

recognition, and end-to-end radio optimization. In [33], [35], 149
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[36], and [34], the DL approach for PHY techniques such as150

the non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), mMIMO and151

millimeter wave (mmWave) communication were discussed.152

The advantages of the DL framework for the direction of153

arrivals (DoA) estimation and CE issues in mMIMO over154

other conventional schemes were presented. The authors155

in [35], [36], and [34] presented a survey on the applications156

of DL in the different layers of wireless networks, comprising157

PHY, medium access control, and network, while a tutorial158

on the ANN for wireless networks was presented in [34].159

In summary, some of these works have discussed the general160

applications of AI and its subset in wireless communication161

technology [14], [22], [23], [27], [31], [33]. A few have high-162

lighted the role of ML in mMIMO [1], [22], [26], [28], [33]163

with less review on the extensive existing work in the litera-164

ture. To the best of our knowledge, no work has provided an165

overview of the plethora of work on the application of ML in166

mMIMO systems. To fill in this gap, a comprehensive survey167

of literature on the application of ML in I-mMIMO systems168

was carried out by conducting an advanced search to identify169

relevant literature using the Web of Science (WoS) database.170

The search focused on mapping the existing literature on171

the application of ML techniques in I-mMIMO systems. The172

summary of the related review papers is presented in Table 1.173

In this table, we analyze and compare the discussions from the174

related review and survey papers under the following criteria175

(C): C1-testbed and dataset, C2-Standardization, C3-channel176

estimation, C4-beamforming, precoding and decoding,177

C5-detection and modulation recognition, C6-power control,178

C7-resource allocation/handover mechanism, C8-low-bit179

ADC,C9-intelligent reflective surfaces, C10-user localization,180

and C11-mMIMO classification.181

B. CONTRIBUTIONS182

The contributions of this paper are outlined as follows:183

• We discuss the CM-MIMO under two categories184

cellular-based mMIMO (C-mMIMO) and cell-free185

based mMIMO (CF-mMIMO). The challenges and lim-186

itations of the C-mMIMO are identified and discussed187

in detail.188

• We discuss the fundamental details of the deployment of189

I-mMIMO systems and efforts toward standardization.190

• We provide an overview of research areas related to191

I-mMIMO systems and open research issues.192

• We outline future trends and identify research directions193

for achieving I-mMIMO systems for B5G networks.194

C. ORGANIZATION195

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.196

In Section II, the different mMIMO approaches are pre-197

sented under two forms: C-mMIMO and CF-mMIMO sys-198

tems. The challenges of the CM-MIMO are presented in199

Section III while the overview of ML in mMIMO is dis-200

cussed in Section IV. In Section V, the deployment strate-201

gies for the I-mMIMO systems are presented and Section VI202

provides a review of the applications of ML in various203

FIGURE 1. Illustration of co-located mMIMO system [2].

aspects of the I-mMIMO systems. The open issues are iden- 204

tified in Section VII and future directions are discussed in 205

Section VIII. Finally, Section IX concludes the paper. 206

II. MASSIVE MIMO APPROACH 207

The mMIMO is one of the key enabling technologies for 208

5G and B5G networks, where large arrays of antennas are 209

deployed at the BS for spatial multiplexing and high beam- 210

forming gain. The advantages of such technology are high 211

spectral and energy efficiency. We discuss the conventional 212

mMIMOunder two categories: C-mMIMOandCF-mMIMO. 213

The uplink and downlink transmission for the two types of 214

mMIMO systems are presented in this section. 215

A. CELLULAR-BASED MASSIVE MIMO SYSTEM 216

The C-mMIMO are discussed under two types: the co-located 217

mMIMO systems and the distributed antenna system (DAS) 218

mMIMO systems. 219

1) CO-LOCATED mMIMO 220

In the co-located mMIMO system, the BS is equipped with 221

a large number of antennas that collectively serves a num- 222

ber of user terminals (UTs) using the same time-frequency 223

resource. The number of BS antenna M is greater than the 224

number of UTs K in the service area. This facilitates the 225

benefit of averaging out small-scale fading, reduced trans- 226

mit power, and increased degree of freedom. The co-located 227

mMIMO exploits the phenomenon known as channel harden- 228

ing1 which results in favorable channel propagation between 229

BS and UTs [38]. The illustration of the co-located mMIMO 230

systems is shown in Fig. 1. 231

Two types of transmission modes have been largely 232

explored in the mMIMO systems: TDD and frequency divi- 233

sion duplex (FDD). In the TDD transmission mode, channel 234

reciprocity is assumed between the BS and the UT, where 235

the BSs obtain the downlink channel directly from the uplink 236

channel pilots transmitted by the UTs in the same frequency. 237

The overhead scales with the number of users and it intro- 238

duces constraint of coherence time. In the FDD, different 239

1Channel hardening is an effect where the channel variation decreases and
becomes much more deterministic [37].
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TABLE 1. Summary of related review papers on ML in mMIMO systems.

frequency bands are used for uplink and downlink. In the240

downlink, the BS transmits the pilots to the UTs. Then, the241

UTs estimate the channel using these pilots and feedback242

their CE to the BS. In the uplink, the reverse is performed.243

This introduces some overheads that scale with the number244

of BS antennas and the constraint of limited bandwidth. The245

system model of the co-located uplink mMIMO system is246

expressed as [38]:247

yj =
L∑
l=1

Kl∑
k=1

hjlkslk + nj (1)248

where yj ∈ CMj is the received signal at BS j and249

nj ∼ CN (0Mj , σ
2
ULIMj ) is an independent additive receiver250

noise with zero mean and variance σ 2
UL , slk ∈ C is the uplink251

signal sent by the UT k in cell l with transmit power plk =252

E{|slk |2} and h
j
lk is the channel vector between BS j and UT253

k in cell l. A receive combining vector vjk ∈ CMj is used at254

the BS j to separate the desired signal received from kth UT255

from interfering signals and expressed as:256

vHjkyj = vHjkh
j
jksjk

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Desired signal

+

Kj∑
i=1
i6=k

vHjkh
j
jisji

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Intra-cell interference

257

+

L∑
l=1
l 6=j

Kl∑
i=1

vHjkh
j
lisli

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Inter-cell interference

+ vHjknj

︸ ︷︷ ︸
.

Noise

(2)258

The received signal yjk ∈ C from the downlink transmis- 259

sion from the BS in cell j to the UT k is expressed as [38]: 260

yjk =
L∑
l=1

(hljk )
HX l + njk (3) 261

where njk ∼ CN (0, σ 2
DL) is independent additive receiver 262

noise with σ 2
DL and X l =

∑Kl
i=l wliςli is the downlink signal 263

transmitted by the BS in cell l. The received signal yjk can be 264

further expressed as: 265

yjk =
L∑
l=1

Kl∑
i=1

(
hljk
)H

wliςli + njk 266

=

(
hjjk
)H

wjkςjk

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Desired signal

+

Kj∑
i=1
i6=k

(
hjjk
)H

wjiςji

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Intra-cell interference

267

+

L∑
l=1
l 6=j

Kl∑
i=1

(
hljk
)H

wliςli

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Inter-cell interference

+ njk .

︸︷︷︸
Noise

(4) 268

where wli ∈ CMl is the transmit precoding vector and 269

ςjk ∼ CN (0, plk ) is the signal sent from the BS j to the UT k . 270

2) DAS mMIMO 271

The DAS mMIMO is another approach to achieving the 272

gains of mMIMO. In DAS mMIMO system, remote antenna 273
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FIGURE 2. Illustration of DAS mMIMO systems.

units (RAUs) are distributed in a cell and connected to the274

BS via backhaul links [39], [40], [41] as shown in Fig. 2. The275

DAS mMIMO offers several advantages such as improved276

systems coverage, energy efficiency, and battery life of UTs277

due to the reduced access distance of theUTs andmicro diver-278

sity [39], [40], [42], [43]. It can overcome large-scale fading279

(path loss) by reducing the physical transmission distance280

between the transmitter and the receiver. In addition, it helps281

to overcome the constraints in the form factor for a large282

number of antennas operating in sub-6 GHz [44]. A multi-283

cell system with L number of cells where each cell consists284

of M RAUs that are equipped with N antennas and K UTs.285

The system configuration for the DAS mMIMO is (M ,N ,K )286

while the system configuration for the co-located mMIMO is287

(1,N ,K ).288

Despite its several benefits, there are several challenges289

associated with the DAS mMIMO system. These include290

high demand for backhaul capacity (e.g., high capacity and291

low latency), higher complexity, increased synchronization292

requirements, more CE effort, and increased overhead [45],293

[46]. The concept of DAS mMIMO has been explored in294

the literature under different schemes such as distributed295

mMIMO [47], coordinated multipoint with joint transmission296

MIMO (CoMP-JT) [45], [48], network MIMO [49], [50],297

cooperative networks [51], and virtual network [52].298

B. CELL-FREE MASSIVE MIMO299

The idea of network MIMO has recently been reintro-300

duced and extended to mMIMO as cell-free massive MIMO301

(CF-mMIMO) [53]. The CF-mMIMO is a form of network302

MIMO that employs a large number of distributed antennas,303

known as access points (AP), spread across a large coverage304

area [54]. By removing cell boundaries in conventional cel-305

lular networks, the APs are connected to central processing306

units (CPU) via fronthaul. The fronthaul carries quantized307

signals from the APs to the CPU. The concept eliminates the308

need for cellular connectivity so that all UTs can be supported309

by all APs over the same resources using network MIMO310

techniques to avoid mutual inter-cell interference [55]. Fig. 3311

illustrates the concept of the CF-mMIMO.312

FIGURE 3. Illustration of cell-free mMIMO.

In the CF-mMIMO, it is assumed that the geographical area 313

is not partitioned into cells but a random number of APs M 314

are distributed in the coverage area which covers K UTs with 315

single antenna whereM � K . 316

The channel coefficient gmk from the UT k to the AP m is 317

expressed as [56]: 318

gmk =
√
βmkhmk , (5) 319

where βmk is the large-scale fading factor which accounts for 320

path loss and shadowing effects and hmk is the small-scale 321

fading coefficient and is expressed as hmk ∼ CN (0, IN ) [53]. 322

The channel matrix between the APs and UTs is expressed as 323

G ∈ CM×K . 324

1) UPLINK TRANSMISSION 325

The uplink transmission from the UTs to the APs is classi- 326

fied into two types: uplink training and uplink payload data 327

transmission. The uplink training is described as follows. All 328

UTs transmit plot sequence s1, · · · , sK ∈ Cτ simultaneously 329

and synchronously to allM APs within the service area. The 330

pilot sequence transmitted assigned to all the UTs τ × K 331

are assumed to be orthogonal satisfying sHi sj = δij and the 332

transmitted signal from the kth user to the AP is represented 333

as xk =
√
qksk , where E{|sk |2} = 1. The received signal 334

sequence at the mth AP is expressed as: 335

ym =
√
ρrτ

K∑
k=1

gmk
√
qksk + nm, (6) 336

where ρr represents the normalized signal-to-noise ratio 337

(SNR) of each pilot sequence and nm ∼ CN (0, Iτ ) is additive 338

noise and τ is the length of pilot sequences. 339

Each AP m obtains an estimate of the channel ĝmk from 340

all the UTs by computing the minimum mean square error 341

(MMSE) estimate of gmk . The ĝmk is expressed as [56]: 342

ĝmk = cmk

√ρrτgmk +√ρrτ K∑
k ′ 6=k

gmk ′s
H
k sk ′ + nmk

 , 343

(7) 344
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where nmk is the noise sequence at the mth antenna and cmk345

is expressed as:346

cmk =
√
ρrτβmk

τρr
∑K

k ′=1 βmk ′
∣∣sHk sk ′ ∣∣2 + 1

. (8)347

The ĝmk in (1) is obtained at the APs to determine the348

receiver coefficients and power allocation which are sent to349

the CPU.350

The uplink payload data is described as follows. In the351

uplink, the K UTs transmit data simultaneously to the352

APs where the received signal at the mth AP is expressed353

as:354

yum =
√
ρu

K∑
k=1

gmk
√
ςkqk + nu,k (9)355

where ρu is the normalized uplink SNR and nu,k ∼ CN (0, 1)356

is additive noise at themth AP, and qk is the symbol transmit-357

ted by the kth UT. The AP detects the qk using the conjugate358

of its (locally obtained) channel estimate ĝmk from (7). The359

received signal at the CPU is expressed as:360

Ru =
M∑
m=1

ĝ∗mky
u
m (10)361

2) DOWNLINK TRANSMISSION362

During the downlink transmission, the payload data from the363

APs are sent to the K UTs by using the conjugate beamform-364

ing of the channel estimates obtained in the uplink training.365

The mth AP transmits signals xm to the UTs, where xm is366

expressed as:367

xm =
√
ρd

K∑
k=1

√
ςmk ĝ∗mkqk ,368

where qk is the information intended for UT k which satisfies369

E{|qk |2} = 1, ρd is the transmit power limit of each AP and370

ĝ∗mk represents the precoding factor, namely the conjugate371

of the channel estimate between AP m and UT k . The ςmk ,372

m = 1, . . . ,M , k = 1, . . .K is the power control coefficient373

chosen to satisfy the following power constraints at each AP374

E{|xm|2} ≤ ρd . The received signal obtained at the kth UT is375

expressed as:376

ydk =
M∑
m=1

gmkxm + nd,k , (11)377

where nd,k ∼ CN (0, 1) is the additive noise.378

The comparison between the different types of mMIMO379

systems is shown in Table 2.380

III. CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS OF THE CM-MIMO381

SYSTEMS382

Some of the challenges related to C-mMIMO have been dis-383

cussed in [30] and [1]. We elaborate on some of the issues384

and discuss further issues relating to both C-mMIMO and385

CF-mMIMO. We cover CE, pilot contamination, hardware386

impairments, scalability, UT scheduling, and novel use cases 387

for B5G wireless networks. 388

A. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY 389

Accurate and timely CE plays an important role in the per- 390

formance of mMIMO systems. There are several factors that 391

need to be considered while carrying out CE. These include 392

1) the type of transmission mode used either TDD or FDD, 393

2) the CE method adopted either training sequence (also 394

known as pilot signal), blind (data aided) and semi-blind 395

based techniques [2], 3) channel estimators, and 4) chan- 396

nel models. In CM-MIMO systems, the estimated channels 397

are used for link scheduling by employing a model-based 398

approach. The model-based approach is known to be compu- 399

tationally complex and finding the optimal scheduling solu- 400

tion is computationally complex for real-time implementa- 401

tion [57]. This introduces the constraints of channel state 402

information (CSI) overhead and limited feedback bandwidth 403

which reduces spectral efficiency. Furthermore, the accuracy 404

of the CSI is affected by different factors such as channel 405

aging caused by the random variation of the propagation 406

channel. This makes the CSI different from when the channel 407

is estimated and when it is used for precoding or detection. 408

In addition, due to the large numbers of antennas and RF 409

chains, coupled with fast time-varying and non-stationary 410

characteristics of the channel, CE in high mobility environ- 411

ment is a great challenge. To date, the high signal acquisi- 412

tion costs and increased CSI estimation accuracy in mMIMO 413

systems can be addressed by exploiting the spatial, tempo- 414

ral, and bi-directional channel correlations [58], [59], [60]. 415

Several precoding and detection algorithms both linear and 416

non-linear have been investigated for the mMIMO scheme 417

such as the maximum ratio combining (MRC), zero- forcing 418

(ZF), and minimum mean square error (MMSE). Optimal 419

detection algorithms such as ML, ZF, and MMSE, as men- 420

tioned in [61], give excellent throughput performance under 421

ideal assumptions, but they impose significant computational 422

complexity due to the need for costly matrix inversion of a 423

large dimension. 424

B. PILOT CONTAMINATION 425

In C-mMIMO or CF-mMIMO systems, channel estimates 426

at the BS are obtained using pilot signals. Due to the 427

limited pilot resources and coherence time, the pilot sig- 428

nals are reused in the TDD mMIMO systems which intro- 429

duce the phenomenon known as pilot contamination [62]. 430

Although [63] has shown that pilot contamination does not 431

limit the mMIMO systems, methods to mitigate the effect of 432

pilot contamination are still required to improve the network 433

performance of mMIMO systems [64], [65]. For instance, 434

the use of DL-aided channel estimation was proposed in [65] 435

to reduce the influence of pilot contamination. Furthermore, 436

pilot contamination attack is considered another issue and 437

has been investigated in [66] and [67]. Hence, the use of 438

ML techniques has been considered a useful method in the 439

detection of spoofing and eavesdropper attacks in mMIMO 440

systems. 441
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TABLE 2. Comparison of CM-MIMO.

C. SCALABILITY ISSUES442

One of the design considerations in the implementation443

CF-mMIMO is the sharing of CSI and data of UTs between444

cooperating APs and the CPUs. This creates a scalability445

issue in the implementation of CF-mMIMO for large net-446

works with many UTs. The three scalability issues identi-447

fied in [68] are: 1) data processing needed at the APs for448

every data sent from the CPU via the APs to the UTs result-449

ing in unsustainable computational complexity at the APs,450

2) limitation of the CPU to scale as more APs are connected451

to the CPU, and 3) the issue of computation of the power452

control coefficient associated with some UT and some APs453

which depends on the channel statistics of UT-AP pairs [69].454

In addition, the CF-mMIMO is faced with the challenge of455

the limited capacity of the fronthaul links needed for sending456

baseband samples, and control signaling connecting the APs457

to the CPU [70].458

D. HARDWARE IMPAIRMENT459

In mMIMO systems, due to the large antenna arrays, the use460

of inexpensive transceiver components is advocated. There461

are known hardware impairments faced in mMIMO sys-462

tems from the use of inexpensive transceiver components463

which are non-linearity in low-noise amplifiers, phase-noise464

I/Q imbalance, and ADC quantization noise [71], [72]. For465

instance, low-resolution ADCs cause significant distortions466

in the received signals in the mMIMO systems [73], [74].467

These impairments introduce non-linear distortion which can468

be estimated using appropriate functions with a parameter-469

ized model where the parameters are estimated via measure-470

ments. The limitation of such an approach of using explicit471

modeling or parameter estimation is that it is prone to propa-472

gation errors [16].473

E. RESOURCE ALLOCATION474

Most of the studies on mMIMO have considered the simul-475

taneous transmission of UTs to the AP or BS. However,476

in practice, some UTs perform uplink transmission while477

other UTs receive downlink transmission from the BS or478

AP [75]. Due to the limited resources, only a subset of the 479

UTs are selected from the total number of UTs and served 480

simultaneously at any given time. In addition, the large arrays 481

of antennas at the BS or AP requires splitting in order for 482

some antennas to work in uplink mode while others work 483

in downlink mode. This introduces the problem of optimal 484

scheduling of UTs and suitable antenna splitting for optimal 485

spectral efficiency to be achieved in the service area [75]. The 486

model-based approach used in the CM-MIMO is considered 487

to be resource-intensive and computationally hard, especially 488

for dense networks where interfering signals need to be esti- 489

mated first before optimal scheduling is carried out for the 490

UTs [57]. Furthermore, the need to meet the requirement of 491

UTs with different quality of service (QoS), traffic character- 492

istics and dynamic channel states require smart allocation of 493

resources in order to maximize system throughput [76]. This 494

makes scheduling not only just computationally complex but 495

also makes the practical implementation complex [77]. 496

F. NOVEL CELLULAR USE CASES 497

The application of mMIMO in some novel use cases in B5G 498

communication systems is discussed in this section. The chal- 499

lenges of CM-MIMO are also highlighted. 500

1) SMART ENVIRONMENT 501

There is now a paradigm shift from the traditional approach 502

that focuses only on programming just the transmitter and 503

receiver platforms to the programming of the radio propaga- 504

tion environment. This involves the use of ML for optimizing 505

array aperture by providing high spatial beam resolution to 506

locations with high UT density and lower resolutions to lower 507

UT density. In addition, smartly control metasurfaces based 508

on array position and geometry to overcome the challenges of 509

blockage in order to achieve an ultra-reliable network. This 510

has opened up research into intelligent radio environments 511

(IRE) where AI is used for the control, programming, and 512

optimization of wireless networks. In addition, the ability to 513

apply ML in CSI combined with other information such as 514

UT locations, and UT ID can be used to predict downlink 515
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CSI from uplink CSI, predict RF resources needed based on516

UT behaviors, and positioning of UTs is seen to enhance the517

performance of the mMIMO systems. An example is the use518

of ML to enhance the feedback codebook aided by environ-519

mental knowledge for mMIMO systems [78].520

2) LOCATION-AWARE AND CONTEXTUAL SERVICES521

There are several location-based services with standard522

requirements for accuracy, latency, and energy consumption523

that depends on the transmitting energy, signal bandwidth,524

network geometry, and channel conditions. The standard525

requirement for different 5G location and positioning services526

is specified in the 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP)527

release 16 [79]. The use of C-mMIMO has been explored528

for user positioning and location by making use of chan-529

nel measurement parameters such as angle-of-arrival (AoA),530

time-of-arrival (ToA), and/or received signal strength (RSS),531

angle-of-departure (AoD) [80], [81], [82]. In the C-mMIMO532

a number of BS are used as reference wireless nodes known533

as multi-anchor nodes [83] to infer the position of the UTs.534

A two-step approach is used to determine the location of the535

UTs. First, measurement of the channels between the anchor536

nodes and the mobile UTs is carried out and the measurement537

parameters AoA, AoD, and ToA are obtained. Then local-538

ization and mapping algorithms are used to determine the539

location of the mobile UTs. The algorithms for determining540

the positioning and mapping are computationally challenging541

due to non-linear problems in mMIMO systems [1], [84].542

In addition, the process of estimating the position of UT from543

intermediate parameters AoA, ToA, and AoD is described544

in [85] as sub-optimum based on the theory of information545

processing inequality. The use of multi-anchor nodes intro-546

duces the challenge of clock synchronization between the547

BSs and the UTs. Hence, the use of a single-anchor for local-548

ization and synchronization has been proposed and investi-549

gated in [86] and [85]. For instance in the CF-mMIMO,where550

the CPU acts as a single anchor node for the entire service551

area, the CPU doubles as both a communication and local-552

ization processing unit [85]. This introduces the challenge of553

a trade-off between estimation accuracy and computational554

complexity.555

IV. OVERVIEW OF ML IN mMIMO556

In this section, we discuss the fundamentals of ML and557

some of the aspects of ML techniques that are exploited558

in the mMIMO systems to address different challenges.559

The ML techniques can be categorized into supervised560

learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning.561

Fig. 4 shows the classification and examples of some of the562

ML techniques.563

A. SUPERVISED LEARNING564

Supervised learning is highly attractive for channel estima-565

tion, beam tracking, user localization, and other applications566

in mMIMO systems. In supervised learning, each training567

sample has an input and a corresponding desired output where568

the latter is referred to as a label. Using the labeled training 569

set, the supervised learning algorithm aims to provide the 570

desired result. Supervised learning problems can be generally 571

classified into two classes: regression problems and classifi- 572

cation problems. In the former, the algorithm aims to provide 573

a continuous valued output whereas in the latter the algorithm 574

aims to provide a label or discrete-valued output. 575

A supervised learning framework can be mathematically 576

described as follows: 577

h : x̃→ ỹ, (12) 578

where h : Rn
×Rk is a mapping function, x̃ is an input vector 579

with n dimension (which is also known as features), and ỹ 580

is an output vector in k dimension. Some examples of the 581

input vector in mMIMO systems are the real and imaginary 582

parts of the channel coefficients, index of the beam over 583

a period of time, and antenna selection vector, while some 584

examples of the output vector are the predicted channel coef- 585

ficients, blockage probability, and optimal antenna selection 586

vector [87], [88], [89]. 587

By using training setM, a well-designed h that best maps 588

an input x̃ to an output ỹ can be established. In the training 589

set M, the ith training sample can be denoted as x(i) = 590[
x(i)1 , . . . , x

(i)
n

]T
, the jth feature of the ith training sample is 591

denoted as x(i)j , and y(i) is the corresponding labels of x(i). The 592

training samples in mMIMO studies can be obtained by using 593

the model-driven approach, ray tracing, or dataset generated 594

from DL frameworks [90]. 595

In general, there are many ways to model h but the best 596

model depends on the problem, training set, and design con- 597

cerns. For example, h can be defined by using the following 598

iterative functions: 599

a[l] = gl
(
W [l]a[l−1] + b[l]

)
, l = 1, . . . ,L (13) 600

where gl (·) is an element-wise non-linear activation function, 601

W [l] is a weight matrix and b[l] is a bias vector. In (13), 602

a[0] = x̃ is the input vector and a[L] = ỹ is the output 603

vector. The above iterative functions are referred to as the 604

fully-connected deep neural networks (DNN). Nevertheless, 605

researchers are exploring different types of neural networks 606

such as recurrent neural networks (RNN), convolution neural 607

network (CNN), and graph neural network (GNN) as well as 608

their combinations. 609

In addition, the weight matrix and biased vector, which are 610

referred to as the parameters, determine the mapping function 611

and the supervised learning’s efficiency. To obtain the best 612

parameters, cost function J and loss functionL are employed. 613

The cost function J indicates the overall performance of the 614

mapping function based on the given training setMwhile the 615

loss functionLmeasures the error of a single training sample. 616

For instance, the cost function is modeled as follows: 617

JM (w̃) = 1
M

∑M
i=1 L

(
ŷ(i), y(i)

)
, (14) 618

whereM = card(M) is the total training samples. For exam- 619

ple, in a regression problem, the loss function can be modeled 620
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FIGURE 4. Summary of various ML techniques.

using the square error as follows:621

L
(
ŷ(i), y(i)

)
=

(
hw
(
x(i)
)
− y(i)

)2
(15)622

while the loss function in the classification problem can be623

modeled using a binary cross entropy as follows:624

L
(
ŷ(i), y(i)

)
= y(i) log

(
hw
(
x(i)
))

625

+

(
1− y(i)

)
log

(
1− hw

(
x(i)
))
. (16)626

Other loss functions can also be adopted. Using the cost func-627

tion J and training set M, the optimal parameters can then628

be obtained via optimization algorithms such as stochastic629

gradient descent.630

Fig. 5 shows a general supervised learning framework.631

As seen in Fig. 5, the fundamental principle of super-632

vised learning is to leverage the training set and obtain the633

best parameters which minimize the cost function so that634

the parameters produce the best possible mapping function.635

Given an arbitrary x̃, the supervised learning algorithm may636

use h to successfully provide the desired output ỹ.637

B. UNSUPERVISED LEARNING638

In unsupervised learning, each training sample only has an639

input and thus the data is referred to as unlabeled data. Using640

the unlabeled training set, an unsupervised learning algorithm641

aims to autonomously discover the structures and properties642

of the input data set. Thus, unsupervised learning can be used643

for dimension reduction, pattern search and clustering, which644

are suitable for user grouping [91], channel feedback [92],645

and other similar applications.646

In this paper, we discuss two popular algorithms647

namely the K-means algorithm and principal component648

FIGURE 5. Supervised learning framework.

analysis (PCA). The K-means algorithm is a centroid-based 649

model which is useful to autonomously categorize the input 650

vector into K number of clusters. To cluster the input effi- 651

ciently, the cost function can be formulated as follows: 652

J (c,N) =
1
M

M∑
i=1

∥∥∥x(i) − νc(i)∥∥∥2 , (17) 653

where c =
[
c(1), . . . , c(M)

]T
and N =

[
ν(1), . . . , ν(K )

]
654

are the optimization variables, c(i) is the cluster in which 655

the ith training sample is assigned to, and ν(k) is the vec- 656

tor of the kth centroid. To minimize the cost, the K-means 657

algorithm employs alternating optimization as summarized in 658

Algorithm 1. 659

Specifically, given the training set M and hyperparam- 660

eter K , the algorithm randomly chooses K samples as the 661

initial centroids. For example, as in [91] the training set could 662
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Algorithm 1 K-Means Algorithm
1: Input:M,K
2: Output: c,N
3: Initialize N by randomly assigning ν(k) = x(i), where

k = {1, . . . ,K } and i = {1, . . . ,M}
4: Until convergence
5: For i = 1 to M
6: Assign c(i) using (18)
7: For k = 1 to K
8: Compute ν(k) using (19)

be the user coordinates and the hyperparameter could be the663

user groups. Then, the training samples are associated with664

one of these centroids as follows:665

c(i) = argmin
k

∥∥∥x(i) − ν(k)∥∥∥2 . (18)666

When all the samples have been associated to a centroid, the667

algorithm then computes the vector of the new centroids as668

follows:669

ν(k) =

M∑
i=1

1
(
c(i) = k

)
x(i)

M∑
i=1

1
(
c(i) = k

) , (19)670

where 1 (·) is an indicator function. By optimizing these vari-671

ables alternately, the variables will gradually converge to an672

optimal solution. Given the optimal variables c and N , the673

K-means algorithm may then identify the implicit properties674

of the input.675

Another algorithm is PCA. This algorithm reduces high676

dimensional data into low dimensional data by finding the677

basis onto which the data can be projected onto while mini-678

mizing the error. It is can be used to either compress data or679

interpret high dimensional data in a lower dimension. Thus,680

inmMIMO, it is suitable for applications such as compressing681

the CSI feedback [92] or reducing the features of a DNN [93].682

For ease of exposition, let us denote X̄ as themean normalized683

matrix of the input matrixX =
[
x(1), . . . , x(M)

]
(e.g., channel684

vectors of T update time) and6 = 1
M XX

H as the normalized685

covariance matrix which is a positive semidefinite matrix.686

Using singular value decomposition (SVD), the covariance687

matrix can be rewritten as follows:688

6 = VΛVH , (20)689

where V is a unitary matrix andΛ is a diagonal matrix whose690

values are in descending order. Denote the first kth column of691

the V as the compression matrix Z, i.e., Z = [v(1), . . . , v(k)].692

We can then obtain the compressed CSI as follows:693

x̃ = ZH x̄. (21)694

Similarly, Z can be used to reconstruct the approximated CSI695

in high dimension with some loss of information as follows:696

x̂ = Zx̃. (22)697

FIGURE 6. Reinforcement learning framework.

C. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING 698

Different from supervised and unsupervised learning, RL is 699

not instructed on which actions to take. Instead, it allows 700

its algorithm to interact with the environment via feedback. 701

By performing a series of actions and continually leveraging 702

the interaction, the algorithm learns over time which action 703

actually maximizes its reward. Thus, RL is suitable for effi- 704

cient power control and resource allocation in mMIMO. 705

As depicted in Fig. 6, RL consists of two major entities: 706

the agent and the environment. The agent is responsible for 707

taking appropriate actions and learning from the environment 708

over time so as to maximize its cumulative reward. There are 709

three important elements in a reinforcement learning system, 710

namely states, actions, and rewards. 711

Mathematically, a reinforcement learning problem can be 712

formulated using a Markov Decision Process (MDP). The 713

MDP consists of: 714

1) a set of possible states, S, 715

2) a set of possible actions, A, 716

3) a set of set of transition probabilities, P , where 717

P
(
s〈t+1〉|s〈t〉, a〈t〉

)
is the probability that action a〈t〉 and 718

s〈t〉 leads to s〈t+1〉, 719

4) a set of rewards,R, where E
[
R〈t〉|s〈t〉 = s, a〈t〉 = a

]
is 720

the expected reward when the state is s〈t〉 and the action 721

is a〈t〉. 722

Each experience at time t can be represented by a tuple 723

e〈t〉 =
(
s〈t〉, a〈t〉,R〈t〉, s〈t+1〉

)
. For example, in mMIMO sys- 724

tem, the state can be the signal-to-interference-and-noise- 725

ratio (SINR), the action can be the power allocation, and the 726

reward can be the overall spectral efficiency. 727

The discounted total long-term reward can be further for- 728

mulated as follows: 729

G〈t〉 =
M∑
m=0

γmR〈t+m〉, (23) 730

where 0 < γ < 1 is the discount rate and M is the final 731

time step whose value might be finite (e.g., episodic tasks) or 732

infinite (e.g., continuing task). 733

In reinforcement learning, there are two important func- 734

tions: state-value function and action-value function. The 735

state-value function estimates the long-term reward where the 736

agent is in state s and follows a policy π . The state-value 737

function is defined as follows: 738

υπ (s) = E
[
G〈t〉|s〈t〉 = s

]
. (24) 739
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The action-value function (also known as Q-function) is a740

function that estimates the long-term reward where the agent741

is in state s and executes an action a. More formally, the742

Q-function is defined as follows:743

Qπ (s, a) = E
[
G〈t〉|s〈t〉 = s, a〈t〉 = a

]
. (25)744

Having these functions, the agent requires a policy π (s, a) to745

infer the action at the state s. This policy can be described as746

follows:747

π (s, a) = P
(
s〈t〉 = s, a〈t〉 = a

)
. (26)748

The objective of reinforcement learning is to solve the749

MDP problem. TheMDP problem is equivalent to finding the750

optimal policy that maximizes the long-term reward which751

can be formulated as follows:752

υ∗ (s) = max
π
υπ (s) ,∀s. (27)753

To optimize the state-value function, the principle of optimal-754

ity states that the value of a state under an optimal policy π755

must be equal to the expected return for the best action from756

that state. Following this principle, the optimal state-value757

can be rewritten as follows:758

υ∗ (s) = max
a
Q (s, a) ,∀s, a. (28)759

Using (27)-(28), the optimal condition can be derived using760

the Bellman’s optimality equation which is defined as761

follows:762

Q∗ (s, a)=E
[
R〈t〉+γ max

a′
Q∗
(
s〈t+1〉, a′

)
|s〈t〉=s, a〈t〉=a

]
.763

(29)764

As seen in (29), theMDP problem can be efficiently solved765

if the complete knowledge (e.g., the transition probabilities766

and rewards) of the MDP are known. Nevertheless, in prac-767

tice, it is difficult to obtain complete knowledge of the MDP.768

To address this issue, there are two commonly used meth-769

ods, namely value-learning method such as deep Q-network770

(DQN) [94], and the policy-learning method such as deter-771

ministic deep policy gradient (DDPG) [8].772

The former aims to learn the Q-function. Specifically,773

given the previous state-action pairs as training samples, the774

DQN aims to approximate Q (s, a) with Q̂ (s, a,w) using775

DNN. The Q̂ (s, a,w) is a nonlinear function parameterized776

by w where the cost function of the DNN can be formulated777

as follows:778

J (w)=E

[∥∥∥∥(R〈t〉+γ max
a′

Q̂
(
s′, a′,w′

))
−Q̂ (s, a,w)

∥∥∥∥2
]
,779

(30)780

Meanwhile, the gradient of J can be derived as follows:781

Dw = E
[((

R〈t〉 + γ max
a′

Q̂
(
s′, a′,w′

) )
782

−Q̂ (s, a,w)
)
∇wQ̂ (s, a,w)

]
(31)783

Using (30) and (31), the DNN provides Q̂ (s, a,w) for all 784

possible (s, a) pairs. The DQN then chooses the action a′ 785

based on an epsilon-greedy policy that provides the high- 786

est Q-function. Finally, the environment provides the actual 787

reward and actual next state, which is further utilized in the 788

DNN. The algorithm then repeatedly trains, approximates, 789

makes decisions, and observes the state to ultimately maxi- 790

mize its long-term reward. 791

DQN is a powerful method, however, it is still not a suitable 792

approach if the environment is highly stochastic or when the 793

action space is large or continuous. To address this drawback, 794

an alternative is to employ the DDPG. DDPG consists of four 795

networks: an actor network, a critic network, a target actor 796

network, and a target critic network. 797

To achieve exploration, the policy of DDPG can be defined 798

by adding noise as follows: 799

a (s) = µ
(
s,wµ

)
+ φ, (32) 800

where s is the input of the actor network, wµ is the weight of 801

the actor network,µ
(
s,wµ

)
is the output of the actor network 802

(which is an action), and φ is the exploration noise. The actor 803

network is trained bymaximizing the state-value function and 804

the cost function can be formulated as follows: 805

J
(
wµ
)
= Q

(
s, a = µ

(
s,wµ

)
,wc

)
, (33) 806

where wc is the weight of the critic network. Under the 807

assumption that the state-value function is differentiable, the 808

parameters of the actor network can be updated via gradi- 809

ent descent. In particular, the gradient can be computed as 810

follows: 811

Dwµ = ∇aQ (s, a,wc)∇wµµ
(
s,wµ

)
. (34) 812

The output of the actor network is used as the input of the 813

critic network andwµ is updated by maximizing the output of 814

the critic network and fixing the weight of the critic network. 815

A target value for the state-value function can be obtained as 816

follows: 817

q = R〈t〉 + γQtarget

(
s〈t+1〉, atarget,wctarget

)
, (35) 818

where Qtarget
(
s〈t+1〉, atarget,wctarget

)
is the output of the target 819

critic network,wctarget is theweight of the target critic network, 820

atarget = µtarget
(
s〈t+1〉,wµtarget

)
is the output of the target 821

actor network, and wµtarget is the weight of the target actor 822

network. Note that the output of the target actor network is 823

similarly used as the input of the target critic network. The 824

critic network can then be updated by minimizing the loss 825

function as follows: 826

L = (q− Q (s, a,wc))2 . (36) 827

Meanwhile, weights of the target actor and target critic net- 828

works are updated as follows: 829

wµtarget � τwµ + (1− τ)wµtarget , 830

wctarget � τwc + (1− τ)wctarget , (37) 831
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where τ is the soft updating parameter. In addition, each832

experience et is stored in the replay buffer where fixed num-833

ber of experience is randomly selected for network updates.834

For an example, interested reader may refer to [95] where835

both DQN- and DDPG-power allocation are proposed for836

CF-mMIMO.837

V. DEPLOYMENT OF I-mMIMO SYSTEMS838

In this section, we provide an answer to RQ1 by discussing839

the deployment strategies for the I-mMIMO systems. These840

include federated learning, the training approach, testbed and841

experimental platform, and efforts toward standardization.842

A. FEDERATED LEARNING843

Federated learning (FL) has been proposed for the deploy-844

ment of ML in wireless communication systems in order to845

overcome the constraints of high latency and address data pri-846

vacy concerns in a centralized network structure [96]. In the847

federated learning framework, it is assumed that there is a set848

of UTs K where each UT has some local training samples,849

mk . To perform the training, the centralized server will select850

a random fraction of UTs (e.g., κ ≤ 1) and send the current851

global state to each of these UTs. Each selected UT will then852

perform local computation based on the global state and its853

local training samples. Upon completion, the selected UTs854

will send their local updates to the server and the server will855

apply these updates to its global state and repeat the process856

until convergence.857

Mathematically, the cost function in a federated learning858

framework (e.g., a supervised learning problem) can be for-859

mulated as follows:860

JFL (w̃) =
K∑
k=1

mk
M

Lk (w̃) , (38)861

where Lk (w̃) = 1
mk

∑mk
i=1 L

(
ŷ(i)k , y

(i)
k

)
is the loss function862

of client k ∈ {1, . . . ,K }. The cost function (38) can be863

minimized via several algorithms. One of the state-of-the-art864

algorithms is the federated averaging. In federated averaging,865

each client locally compute its loss function, Lk (w̃), and866

updates its parameters, w̃k , as follows:867

w̃k := w̃k − α
∂Lk
∂w̃k

. (39)868

Meanwhile, the centralized server updates the global state, w̃,869

as follows:870

w̃ := w̃−
K∑
k=1

mk
M
w̃k . (40)871

The federated averaging algorithm is presented in872

Algorithm 2. It is worth noting that one can increase the873

client computation by iterating the local update in (39) several874

times before computing the averaging step in (40). Specifi-875

cally, [97] shows that once a minimum level of parallelism is876

attained among the clients, adding more computation to each877

client actually improves the training performance.878

Algorithm 2 Federated Averaging Algorithm
1: Until convergence
2: Server executes
3: Input: α,w̃k for k = 1, . . . ,K
4: Output: w̃
5: S := Select a random fraction of max (κ · K , 1)clients
6: For each client in S parallel do
7: ClientUpdate(w̃,S)
8: Update the parameters w̃ as follows:

9: w̃ := w̃−
K∑
k=1

mk
M w̃k .

10: ClientUpdate(w̃,S)
11: Input: α,w̃, Xk ,Y k
12: Output: w̃k
13: Perform ML task and compute the lost function

Lk (w̃)
14: Update the parameters w̃k as follows:

w̃k := w̃k − α ∂Lk
∂w̃k

,

In more advanced cases, federated learning can be further 879

extended to vertical federated learning, horizontal federated 880

learning, and federated transfer learning. In vertical feder- 881

ated learning, the overall training set might share the same 882

client space but differ in feature space. In horizontal federated 883

learning, the training set might share the same feature space 884

but a different client space. In addition, the overall training 885

set in federated transfer learning might have distinctions in 886

both client space and feature space. To address this gap, 887

a common representation between the two spaces must be 888

learned by using the common training samples and applied 889

prediction to samples with a single-sided space. From the 890

above, it is clear that federated learning is ideal for prob- 891

lems that require personalized data from devices, data that 892

is private or massive in size, and labels that can be directly 893

obtained from the clients. Nevertheless, due to the decen- 894

tralized nature, FL is also challenged by highly dynamic 895

data, correlated data, security issues, inference attacks, fail- 896

ures, and unresponsive updates [97], [98], [99]. Moreover, 897

the cost of communications dominates the cost of computa- 898

tions in FL and this motivates the applications in I-mMIMO 899

systems [100], [101], [102], [103], [104], [105]. The use of 900

FL was shown to reduce the transmission overhead in [106] 901

and [103], improved the channel estimation performance, and 902

faster computation in [100] and [101]. 903

B. TRAINING APPROACH 904

In addition to different categories ofML techniques, the train- 905

ing approach is another important aspect that needs to be 906

considered. The ML training approach in I-mMIMO can be 907

classified into offline, online [107], [108], [109], [110], [111] 908

and offline-online [112]. In the offline training approach, 909

training of the ML model is based on historical data, while in 910

the online, real-time data are explored for both training and 911

decision making. The offline-online is a two-step approach 912
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FIGURE 7. Two-step training approach for I-mMIMO systems.

that combines offline training with online training in order to913

reduce training time, improve training stability, and improve914

the prediction based on changes in input parameters. Further-915

more, the training approach can either use a model-driven DL916

approach or a data-driven DL approach [113].917

The data-driven approach is based on the conventional use918

of ANN as a black box for training a large amount of data.919

This approach is considered time-consuming and requires920

a large data set which is not suitable for practical wireless921

communication. On the other hand, the model-driven DL922

exploits the existing wireless communication mathematical923

models and algorithms to develop a deep network. Hence, it924

optimizes the parameters or adds some parameters learned925

by DL in the existing model. While this makes it require less926

training data, training time and enables rapid implementation927

it can be prone to error if the underlying mathematical model928

is inaccurate. To address this, Zappone et al. [22] proposed929

a two-step approach where the ANN is trained using data930

from a theoretical model or expert knowledge domain, and931

the ANN is later fine-tuned using an empirical or sizable932

measured data set. The illustration of the two-step approach933

is shown in Fig. 7. In terms of application, a large number934

of research works have investigated the application of ML935

in different blocks of the mMIMO communication systems.936

A few research works have also considered the application937

of ML in end-to-end communication systems [114], [115].938

In end-to-end communication, suitable ML models and sys-939

tem requirements that can guarantee acceptable I-mMIMO940

system performance need to be considered.941

C. TESTBED AND EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORMS942

The development of testbeds for I-mMIMO system plays943

a vital role in its realization. Examples of testbeds for 5G944

and B5G communication networks are CTTC 5G end-to-945

end experimental platform and true-data testbed for 5G/B5G946

intelligent network (TTIN) [116], [117]. The CTTC 5G947

end-to-end experimental platform that integrates differ-948

ent testbeds such as ADRENALINE and EXTREME, and949

GEDOMIS was proposed for testing advanced end-to-end950

internet of things (IoT) and mobile services [115]. On the951

other hand, the TTIN is an open-source platform that aims to952

integrate network data collection, dataset production, intel-953

ligent data analysis, and in-situ inspection of AI algorithms954

for 5G I-mMIMO systems. This includes support for the955

application of DL techniques on measured data and model- 956

based data. The limitation of these existing platforms is 957

that they are configured for a defined parameter that may 958

not support emerging I-mMIMO scenarios for optimal net- 959

work management. In addition, the integration of network 960

infrastructure for real-time applications may present a bottle- 961

neck to intending users due to technical challenges. Hence, 962

AI-enabled Massive MIMO (AIMM) [118] an initiative of 963

the European collaborative research and development project 964

aims to develop and deploy testbeds powered by AI and ML 965

for B5G radio access networks. 966

D. DATASET 967

The methods for dataset generation include the use of simula- 968

tion and measurement campaigns. In the simulated method, 969

data can be generated by applying ray-tracing methods for 970

channel realization and the optimization problem is solved 971

computationally. The results from the computation are used 972

as label data in a supervised learning application. The use of 973

datasets has been advocated for the performance evaluation 974

of I-mMIMO systems [90], [119], [120]. These enable bench- 975

marking, and comparison of the different ML algorithm and 976

promotes reproducibility. For instance, [90] presents a dataset 977

for themmWavemMIMOchannel that characterizes the envi- 978

ronment of theUTs andBS.Amethod for generating a dataset 979

for mmWave mMIMO channel realization using ray-tracing 980

and vehicle traffic simulators was proposed in [119]. Mea- 981

sured datasets for mMIMO channels with 64 antenna systems 982

are made available in [120] and [121]. 983

E. STANDARDIZATION 984

Standard organizations such as the 3GPP and International 985

Telecommunication Union (ITU) have started consultation 986

in order to define a framework for the application of ML 987

in radio access networks. Examples are the 3GPP [122] and 988

International Telecommunication Union (ITU) [123], [124]. 989

The focus of the 3GPP framework is on the implementation 990

of ML for self-organizing networks (SON) functionality in 991

the 5G NG radio access network (NG-RAN). On the other 992

hand, the ITU aims to develop an architectural framework that 993

enables the integration ofML functionalities in the IMT-2020 994

and future networks [123], [124]. The ITU has proposed three 995

level architectural components which are: an ML pipeline, 996
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ML function orchestrator, and ML sandbox to manage ML997

functionalities and communication networks.998

VI. REVIEW OF APPLICATIONS OF ML IN mMIMO999

In this section, the review of literature on the application of1000

ML in mMIMO systems is presented to provide answers to1001

RQ2: What is the current research trend in the application1002

of ML in I-mMIMO systems? The application of ML is dis-1003

cussed in different areas: intelligent reflective surfaces, user1004

localization, spectral and energy efficiency, modulation and1005

decoding, low-bit ADC systems, I-mMIMO decoder, intelli-1006

gent CF-mMIMO, and channel estimation and beamforming.1007

A. INTELLIGENT REFLECTIVE SURFACES1008

Intelligent reflecting surface (IRS), also known as reflecting1009

intelligent surface (RIS) or large intelligent surface (LIS),1010

is a low cost meta-material surface consisting of a large1011

number of passive reflecting elements. Each of the passive1012

reflecting elements is capable of manipulating the amplitude1013

and phase of the impinging signal. By smartly configuring1014

these elements, the received signal strength/interference can1015

be enhanced/mitigated. Therefore, IRS has the capability to1016

improve the overall network performance at low cost. Nev-1017

ertheless, the advantage of IRS highly relies on the accuracy1018

of the CSI. But CSI acquisition in an IRS-assisted mMIMO1019

system remains a challenging task. This is because the BS-UT1020

link through the IRS is a cascaded channel. The passive fea-1021

tures of the IRS also introduce challenges to estimate the1022

IRS-BS and IRS-UT channels. Thus, several works have1023

employed DL to address the CSI acquisition problems. For1024

instance, [125] proposes a twin CNN for the estimation of1025

direct and cascaded channels. The CNNs are fed with the1026

(direct/cascaded) received pilot signals to construct a non-1027

linear relationship. The trained CNN is then used to estimate1028

the direct and cascaded channels. In [125], the authors show1029

that the proposed twin CNN is robust to corrupted data, e.g.,1030

AoA mismatch up to 4 degrees and non-ideal switching of1031

LIS elements. In [126], a hybrid passive/active IRS archi-1032

tecture is considered. Based on this architecture, the authors1033

in [126] suggest to employing compressive sensing for CE1034

whilst complex valued denoising CNN (CV-DnCNN) is pro-1035

posed to further improve the estimation performance. Inter-1036

estingly, they show that their DL solution can work efficiently1037

under various SNR and number of multipath components1038

even if the solution is trained at other SNR or number of1039

multipath components. To reduce the pilot overhead, [127]1040

considers partially activated RIS elements and proposes a1041

three-stage CSI acquisition. In the first stage, the direct chan-1042

nel is estimated via DNN followed by active RIS elements1043

via CNN in the second stage. Then, inactive RIS elements are1044

predicted via DNN. Interestingly, the three-stage CSI acqui-1045

sition solution provides good performance over different pilot1046

overhead ratios.1047

In addition, DL can also be used to obtain optimal IRS1048

configuration. For example, [128] proposes a DL scheme1049

for the online configuration of RIS in indoor communication1050

environments. Specifically, the proposed scheme leverages a 1051

database of coordinated fingerprints during the offline train- 1052

ing phase. The fingerprint database is used to train the weight 1053

and bias of a DNN, which maps the measured coordinates to 1054

an optimal configuration. During the online phase, the user 1055

estimates its position and feeds the information to the DNN at 1056

the RIS. The RIS then uses the optimal phase configuration to 1057

enhance the overall throughput. In addition, [129] considers 1058

LIS architecture where a few elements are active and the other 1059

elements are passive. Then, a DNN is proposed for the LIS to 1060

learn the optimal reflecting beamforming vector. The authors 1061

show that with a small amount of active IRS elements DL 1062

solution can still approach the upper bound which assumes 1063

perfect channel knowledge. 1064

B. USER LOCALIZATION 1065

The conventional methods such as geometry-based and 1066

fingerprint-based positioning methods have exploited prop- 1067

agation parameters such as channel impulse response, prop- 1068

agation delay, AoA, or RSS to localize UTs. However, 1069

these methods are prone to positioning performance degra- 1070

dation due to non-line-of-sight (NLoS) propagation, and 1071

higher computational complexity. To address these chal- 1072

lenges, several ML approaches have been investigated 1073

in the literature [13], [130], [131], [132], [133], [134], 1074

[135], [136], [137], [138], [139] to learn a function that 1075

maps the input propagation parameters to the UT position. 1076

The fingerprint-based positioning method using CNN in a 1077

co-located mMIMO system was presented in [13]. A frame- 1078

work that jointly extracts and processes channel information 1079

generated by COST 2100 channel model showed promising 1080

results in the use of CNN for localization. To reduce the 1081

training time for the fingerprint-based ML method, a two- 1082

step approach was proposed in [130]. The first step involves 1083

training based on the simulation model and the second 1084

phase involves fine-tuning the trained model obtained in 1085

the first step with a small number of measured data. The 1086

result showed a significant amount of reduction in training 1087

samples. Another approach to reduce sample and training 1088

time called triplet network was proposed in [135]. The pro- 1089

posed method attempts to exploit a low-dimensional repre- 1090

sentation of the CSI by using three branches of deep feed- 1091

forward networks. The result shows good accuracy with 1092

less amount of CSI information compared to the neural 1093

network. 1094

Angle-delay channel power matrix (ADCPM) which com- 1095

prises of stationary multi-path characteristics was exploited 1096

for UT positioning in co-located mMIMO system in [138]. 1097

A three-dimensional (3D) CNN was proposed to localize the 1098

position of the UTswhere the ADCPMwas used as input. The 1099

result shows higher positioning accuracy with reduced com- 1100

putational complexity and robustness to noise contamination 1101

of the fingerprints. The RSS was exploited in [134] and [139] 1102

to localize UTs in a DASmMIMO system by using the Gaus- 1103

sian process (GP) regression ML technique. Due to the limi- 1104

tation of the GP a numerical approximation GP that improves 1105
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the estimation of UT locations was proposed in [134] but1106

does not account for noise due to shadowing. Hence, a new1107

Gaussian process regression method called reconstruction-1108

cum-Gaussian approximation GP (RecGaGP) that accounts1109

for noise due to shadowing was explored in [139] to estimate1110

the UT’s locations from their respective RSS vectors in a1111

DAS mMIMO systems. In [136] De Bast and Pollin inves-1112

tigated the accuracy of the CSI-based localization systems1113

using CNN in line-of-sight (LoS) and NLoS scenarios. Their1114

finding shows that the performance of the CNN CSI-based1115

localization is influenced by the topology of the environment1116

in an in-door scenario due to the multi-path components of1117

the channel. The use of extreme learning machine (ELM) for1118

CSI-based localization of UTs was explored in [140]. The1119

study from [140] shows that the number of BS antennas can1120

influence the localization accuracy, especially for BS anten-1121

nas withM ≤ 8.1122

While some of these works show some promising simu-1123

lation results in terms of the application of DL techniques,1124

practical implementation is still an open issue. Several factors1125

such as colored noise, hardware impairments, topology and1126

change of environment, and periodic updates of the train-1127

ing model need to be considered [136], [139]. A summary1128

of some of the applications of ML for user localization is1129

presented in Table 3.1130

C. SPECTRAL AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY1131

The aim of mMIMO is to maximize throughput performance1132

with low power consumption by considering different factors1133

such as transmission power and circuit power expenditure.1134

To achieve this, several approaches have been considered in1135

the literature. These approaches include AS, power control to1136

minimize interference, low complexity algorithms, optimal1137

resource allocations [141] and spectral efficiency prediction1138

[142]. The ML that has been exploited in overcoming some1139

of the challenges in the CM-MIMO systems and promoting1140

I-mMIMO systems are discussed under the following: power1141

control, resource allocation, and AS.1142

1) POWER CONTROL1143

ML techniques have been applied in intelligent power con-1144

trol in mMIMO systems under different approaches [143],1145

[144], [145], [146], [147], [148], [149]. In [149] and [143],1146

deep CNN was used to predict the data and pilot power1147

based on large-scale fading coefficients in order to achieve1148

maximum sum spectral efficiency. Similarly, in [144], [147],1149

and [148], the geographical location information of the UTs1150

was exploited for power control based on distance-dependent1151

path loss. The results from these works show the ability to1152

use ML techniques to achieve near-optimum performance1153

without necessarily performing complex channel estimation.1154

This reduces the processing time to determine the optimal1155

power allocation of each UT when compared to the standard1156

optimization approach. However, majority of these studies1157

are based on supervised ML techniques.1158

2) RESOURCE ALLOCATION 1159

The application of ML has been explored for intelligent 1160

resource allocation in order to improve spectral efficiency 1161

for the B5G networks [150], [151]. The use of ML has been 1162

shown to overcome the computational complexity related 1163

to the model-based approach in CM-MIMO systems [57]. 1164

The optimal solution for sum-rate maximization has been 1165

obtained by using DL in the scheduling of UTs and link 1166

resources [57], [151], [152], [153], [154]. Computational 1167

complexity reduction has been achieved by exploiting geo- 1168

graphical location instead of CSI [151]. Furthermore, ML has 1169

been proposed for an optimal pilot allocation scheme in 1170

order to reduce the computational complexity associated with 1171

heuristic algorithms and optimization theory in mMIMO sys- 1172

tems [155], [156] and joint scheduling with DL-based beam- 1173

forming in [157]. 1174

3) ANTENNA SELECTION 1175

The use of ML is being employed to solve the challenges 1176

faced in the procurement of optimal antenna subsets, espe- 1177

cially in mMIMO systems. The aim of optimal selection 1178

of antenna is to reduce the computational complexity while 1179

maintaining a good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and max- 1180

imizing channel capacity. ML has been proposed for AS 1181

as a decision-making or classification problem in place of 1182

optimization and greedy search for subarray selection. Stud- 1183

ies on AS using ML have been presented in [158], [159], 1184

[160], [161], [162], [163], [164], [165], and [166]. In [166], 1185

a comparison ofML andmodel-driven techniques for ASwas 1186

presented. The support vector machine (SVM) and k-nearest 1187

neighbor (k-NN) classifier were used to predict the optimal 1188

antenna subset for a new channel with the SVM showing 1189

a better communication performance over the k-NN. Fol- 1190

lowing the outcome in [166], Cai et al. [158], compared the 1191

CNN with the k-NN and SVM in the selection of optimal 1192

receive antenna subset based on simulated channel matrix 1193

between transmit and receive antennas. The result shows bet- 1194

ter performance using CNN when compared with k-NN and 1195

SVM. In [161], a self-supervised learning approach using 1196

monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) and linear regression for 1197

AS was proposed. The use of ML was proposed for joint AS 1198

and hybrid-beamforming using the CNN framework in [162] 1199

and [165]. Elbir and Mishra [162], [165] showed that the 1200

proposed method showed high accuracy, time reduction, and 1201

improved spectral efficiency over conventional AS algo- 1202

rithms. While the majority of the works have focused on 1203

theoretical analysis, some works have carried out hardware 1204

implementation of ML for AS. For example, Zhong et al. 1205

demonstrated the use of DNN for AS by implementing a DL 1206

AS MIMO aided software defined radio (SDR) system [160] 1207

and the use of k-NN for AS in a real-time system was pre- 1208

sented in [163]. The use of DNN for AS was considered 1209

in [164] in order to effectively extrapolate downlink channels 1210

from the partial uplink channels. Better extrapolation per- 1211

formance was observed when compared to the uniform AS 1212

scheme. A summary of some of the different approaches in 1213
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TABLE 3. Summary of application of ML for user localization.

application of ML for spectral and energy efficiency in the1214

I-mMIMO systems is presented in Table 4.1215

4) SUMMARY1216

While the application of ML in AS, power control, and1217

resource control helps to improve and maximize spectral effi-1218

ciency in the mMIMO systems, the application of ML to1219

predict spectral efficiency using ML techniques is another1220

approach. In [142], different ML techniques were explored1221

in the prediction of average spectral efficiency and user spec-1222

tral efficiency achievable with precoding methods for the1223

mMIMO systems. The challenge with this approach is that1224

it requires feature extraction based on the existing mMIMO1225

systems configuration and systems performance metrics like1226

the SINR. More research studies are needed in the prediction1227

of spectral efficiency based on usage patterns and mMIMO1228

systems performance.1229

D. MODULATION AND CODING1230

Adaptive modulation and coding is a form of link adaptation1231

process that involves matching the coding and modulation1232

to the radio link. Some of the modulation schemes include1233

binary frequency-shift keying (BFSK), differential quadra-1234

ture phase-shift keying (DQPSK), 16 quadrature amplitude1235

modulation (16QAM), quaternary pulse amplitude modula-1236

tion (4PAM), minimum shift keying (MSK), Gaussian min-1237

imum shift keying (GMSK), quadrature phase shift keying1238

(QPSK), and eight phase-shift keying (8PSK).1239

The radio link is dynamic due to the susceptibility to the1240

effect of pathloss, interference, noise, environmental factors,1241

and non-linearities. Hence, automatic modulation classifi-1242

cation (ACM) or automatic modulation recognition (AMR)1243

are being employed to identify the appropriate modulation1244

scheme used to modulate an unknown signal without priori1245

knowledge or human input [170]. The ACM/AMR involves1246

signal pre-processing and signal classification. Two main1247

modulation classifications identified in [171] are likelihood-1248

based and feature-based. These two methods are summarized1249

in Table 5.1250

To address the limitation of the conventional methods 1251

i.e. the likelihood and feature-based methods identified 1252

in Table 5, different DL approaches have been proposed 1253

in [172], [173], [174], [175], [176], [177], and [171] to 1254

meet the need of mMIMO systems. In [173], the CNN and 1255

RNN DL methods were used to classify 6 modulation sig- 1256

nals which are BFSK, DQPSK, 16QAM, 4PAM, MSK, and 1257

GMSK over additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel 1258

and Rayleigh fading channel, respectively. The results from 1259

the study show better AMR performance with less complex 1260

feature extraction than the conventional method. Contrary 1261

to the approach in [173] which did not consider the pres- 1262

ence of phase-offset (PO) in the DL-AMR approach [176] 1263

investigated the effect of PO in orthogonal frequency division 1264

multiplexing (OFDM) systems. The result from [176] shows 1265

that while CNN is robust and outperforms the conventional 1266

feature-based methods, the accuracy degrades at low SNR in 1267

the presence of PO for BPSK, QPSK, 8PSK, and 16QAM 1268

OFDM systems. 1269

E. REDUCTION OF HARDWARE COMPLEXITY 1270

The use of low-bit ADCs in mMIMO systems is advocated 1271

due to the low hardware complexity (i.e eliminates the need 1272

for an automatic gain controller) and reduction in power con- 1273

sumption from continuous-amplitude sampling and quantiza- 1274

tion [178]. Despite the benefits, low-resolution ADCs present 1275

a number of technical difficulties in mMIMO detection and 1276

channel estimation. Hence, the use of ML has been explored 1277

in low-bit ADC mMIMO systems [179], [180], [181]. For 1278

instance, the application of a Feedforward NN-based bit allo- 1279

cation scheme was proposed to determine the bit allocation 1280

that offers optimal energy efficiency [179], while a super- 1281

vised learning approach was explored in a multi-hop relay 1282

and mMIMO BS to overcome the challenges of detection in 1283

a one-bit ADC transceiver [180]. Similar works have also 1284

explored the use of the ML approach in a low-bit ADC 1285

system [181], [182], [183]. 1286

Hardware complexity can also be reduced by limiting 1287

the number of RF chains in mMIMO systems via a hybrid 1288

architecture that employs hybrid beamforming (HBF) and 1289
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TABLE 4. Research summary of application of ML for spectral and energy efficiency.

hybrid combining (HBC) techniques. In Hybrid architecture,1290

the radio frequency (RF) chains are much fewer than the1291

mMIMO antennas and this opens up research issues in the1292

area of complexity and performance in HBF, HBC, and chan-1293

nel estimation. To address these issues, the application of ML1294

techniques was explored in [91], [175], [184], [185], [186],1295

[187], [188], [189], [190], [191], [192], [193], [194], [195], 1296

[196], [197], [198], [199], [200], and [201]. ML techniques 1297

have been explored to address the complexity of predicting 1298

beamforming vectors and improving the robustness in hybrid 1299

precoders by taking account of imperfect channel matrices 1300

in [185], [186], [188], [190], [192], [193], [195], [197], [199], 1301
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TABLE 5. Classification modulation methods.

FIGURE 8. Improved spectral efficiency performance in ML-applied
hybrid precoding [200].

and [201]. In addition, the ML approach has been applied to1302

overcome the challenges of channel estimations and reduc-1303

tion of signal overhead feedbacks in [189], [191], [196],1304

[198], and [200]. Other related works have also focused on1305

applications of ML in HBC [186], [193]. Results from these1306

works have shown an increase in spectral efficiency by lever-1307

aging the ability of ML techniques to learn the statistical1308

structures in partial CSI feedback [199], [201], and exploit-1309

ing the temporal correlation in time-varying channels [200].1310

An example of improved spectral efficiency performance in1311

ML-applied hybrid precoding is shown in Fig. 8 [200]. The1312

DNN-based precoding outperforms the classical approaches:1313

geometric mean decomposition (GMD)-based scheme and1314

the spatially sparse precoding scheme.1315

F. I-mMIMO DECODER1316

Several works have incorporatedDL into the encoder/decoder1317

to improve the network performance. For instance, [202] pro-1318

poses a DeepCMC which consists of a fully-CNN autoen-1319

coder and residual layers at the decoder in conjunction1320

with quantization and entropy coding blocks. A distributed1321

DeepCMC which exploits the correlation among the CSI1322

matrices of nearby users is also proposed in [202] to further1323

reduce the overhead. Furthermore, a model-driven DL frame- 1324

work is proposed in [203] for both uplink and downlink com- 1325

munications. In addition, DL can also be integrated into the 1326

encoder/decoder for detection problems. For instance, [204] 1327

proposes a DLNet decoder to minimize the bit error rate. 1328

In [205], a concrete map detection (CMD) is proposed, which 1329

relaxes the probability mass function of the discrete random 1330

variable into a probability density function in a maximum 1331

a posterior detection problem. To further improve detection 1332

accuracy while limiting complexity, they also unfold the gra- 1333

dient descent algorithm into a DL-based model known as 1334

CMDNet.Moreover, a decoder that deals with a varying num- 1335

ber of transmitters and is invariant to the order in which the 1336

users interact with the system can also be designed using 1337

DL [206]. 1338

G. INTELLIGENT CELL-FREE mMIMO SYSTEMS 1339

In the CF-mMIMO systems, the signals are transmitted from 1340

the APs to the CPU using the fronthaul link. The signals 1341

from the APs are transmitted either by using the combine- 1342

quantize-and-forward (CQF) or quantize-and-forward (QF) 1343

to the CPU [145], [146]. This introduces the challenge of 1344

the limited capacity of the fronthaul links in a regime with 1345

massive numbers of APs. In addition, computational com- 1346

plexity and real-time constraints at the CPUwhere signals are 1347

combined and detected remain a challenge. To address some 1348

of these challenges, ML techniques have been employed in 1349

CF-mMIMO [145], [146], [168], [207], [208], [209], [210], 1350

[211], [212], [213]. In [207], an enhanced K-means cluster- 1351

ing for a semi-blind CE approach was proposed to address 1352

the issues of fronthaul overhead and complexity. A DCNN 1353

combined with large-scale-fading in a limited fronthaul was 1354

used to determine optimal power control that maximizes 1355

the throughput while minimizing complexity [145]. Further- 1356

more, the DL technique for power allocation was investigated 1357

in [213] and [168] to address the time constraint and compu- 1358

tational complexity. The results from [213] and [168] have 1359

shown the DL techniques can achieve good approximation 1360

when compared with heuristic methods with lesser computa- 1361

tion time and complexity. 1362

H. CHANNEL ESTIMATION AND BEAMFORMING 1363

The review of the application of ML in CE and beamforming 1364

in mMIMO systems has been discussed in detail in [60], 1365

[214], and [32]. Hence, we provide an overview by cate- 1366

gorizing the studies into CE in FDD mMIMO and in TDD 1367

mMIMO systems. 1368

1) CHANNEL ESTIMATION 1369

The use ofML for intelligent CE in mMIMO systems helps to 1370

overcome the constraints faced in the complexity of finding 1371

accurate CSI with limited feedback. Studies on the appli- 1372

cation of ML approaches and methods have been presented 1373

in the literature [112], [202], [214], [215], [216], [217], 1374

[218], [219], [220], [221], [222], [223], [224], [225], [226], 1375

[227], [228], [229], [230], [231], [232], [233], [234], [235], 1376

[236], [237], [238], [239], [240], [241], [242], [243], [244], 1377
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[245], [246], [247], [248], [249], [250], [251], [252], [253],1378

[254]. The majority of these studies have compared the ML1379

approachwith conventional CE such asmaximum-likelihood,1380

least-square estimation, and MMSE. ML techniques have1381

been used to exploit the channel correlation, spatial and spec-1382

tral correlation of CSI, bi-directional channel correlation, and1383

temporal channel correlations in order to reduce the complex-1384

ity and feedback needed in mMIMO systems [60].1385

In FDD mMIMO systems, pilot signals are sent to the1386

UTs which estimate the CSI and feedback to the BS. This1387

introduces overheads. The use of ML in mMIMO has been1388

employed to address the limited feedback and bandwidth con-1389

straint in FDD systems. Hence different ML techniques and1390

approaches have been proposed in the literature. Some of the1391

approaches include the use of DL techniques for CSI feed-1392

back compression, quantization and recovery [112], [202],1393

[215], [216], [217], [218], [219], [220], [221], [222], [223],1394

[225], [226], [231], [234], [235], [237], [238], [240], [241],1395

[243], [244], [245], [247], [248], [255], [256], [257], use of1396

DL at the edge for CSI feedback [224], DL assisted blind1397

CE [227], DL based CSI for maximal beamforming perfor-1398

mance [228], ML clustering techniques design [229], [239],1399

DL user grouping for joint spatial division and multiplexing1400

(JSDM) [258], DL CSI prediction [21], [230], [232], [233],1401

[246], DL with superimposed coding [236], [259], learning1402

based remote channel inference [196], channel mapping to1403

user position [137], [242], [260] and analog feedback [261],1404

DL symbol level based CE [262].1405

In the TDD mMIMO systems the BS takes advantage of1406

reciprocity to obtain CE using the uplink signal. This elimi-1407

nates the feedback challenge. However, factors such as chan-1408

nel coherence time pose a challenge. The issue of channel1409

aging and the effect of using low-bit ADC on channel esti-1410

mation needs to be overcome. Hence, the use of ML has also1411

been proposed for learning and prediction of UT’s channel in1412

the TDD mMIMO systems [250], [263], [264], [265], a blind1413

multi-path classification in the uplink (UL) scheme [266] and1414

the use of DL to estimate channels from quantized received1415

signals in low-bit ADC system [19].1416

2) BEAMFORMING1417

The use ofML techniques has been investigated in I-mMIMO1418

systems in order to focus a signal in the direction of the1419

UTs. Examples include the application of ML in analog and1420

digital beamforming mMIMO systems [192], [267], [268]1421

and HBF in mmWave mMIMO systems [91], [175], [184],1422

[185], [186], [187], [188], [189], [190], [191], [192], [193],1423

[194], [195], [196], [197], [198], [199], [200], [201]. The key1424

optimization problems addressed in I-mMIMO beamforming1425

systems are to maximize sum-rate, power minimization, and1426

SINR balancing while reducing computational complexity.1427

To address this, supervised ML techniques such as k-NN,1428

DNN, and SVM are used to predict the precoder [192], [199],1429

[269] and precoder indicators such as AoA, [190], [270],1430

[271]. Due to the challenge of obtaining the training labels,1431

the use of unsupervised ML techniques for beamforming1432

has been reported in [192] and [272]. The use of RL tech- 1433

niques for beamforming was reported in [273] and [274]. 1434

In [274], a deep RL algorithm that eliminates the need for 1435

CSI by jointly optimizing the power control, beamforming, 1436

and interference coordination were shown to outperform the 1437

fixed power allocation and exhaustive search algorithms in 1438

terms of time and obtaining an effective SINR required for 1439

beamforming gain. In [273], a Deep RL-based algorithm was 1440

proposed for HBF design known as PrecoderNet. The Pre- 1441

coderNet was shown to adapt to changes in the environment 1442

under imperfect CSI and achieves higher spectral efficiency, 1443

BER, and time consumption compared to existing numerical 1444

hybrid beamformers and combiners algorithms. 1445

I. SUMMARY 1446

In summary, this literature review shows that ML has been 1447

investigated and explored in various aspects of the mMIMO 1448

systems. This includes different scenarios involving the oper- 1449

ations and management of the PHY. It is interesting to note 1450

that a good number of research works have focused on the 1451

CE, especially in the FDD systems in an attempt to overcome 1452

the constraints of limited bandwidth and feedback. This is 1453

due to the important role CE plays in mMIMO systems. It is 1454

also important to note that traditional approaches which are 1455

optimal and near-optimal CE solutions with acceptable per- 1456

formance exist for the mMIMO systems but are faced with 1457

computation complexities and complications associated with 1458

matrix inversions in mMIMO systems. This has motivated 1459

several research works to explore the use of ML in CE for 1460

mMIMO systems [275]. The theoretical studies so far have 1461

shown promising results in the reduction of computational 1462

cost and achieving good performance when compared with 1463

the traditional approach. 1464

The application of ML has also been considered in other 1465

use case scenarios such as UT localization, mMIMO aided 1466

IRS, spectral and energy efficiency, modulation, resource 1467

allocation, low-bit ADC systems, decoder, modulation detec- 1468

tion, and beamforming. The majority of these works have 1469

considered the block-to-block approach while very few have 1470

considered an end-to-end approach. In addition, since the 1471

application of ML in communication systems is still an 1472

emerging area, most of the works reviewed are theoretical 1473

concepts and laboratory works. Although, efforts are being 1474

carried out to validate the use of ML in I-mMIMO sys- 1475

tems [87]. Based on the existing literature, we find that some 1476

research works employ a data-driven approach while oth- 1477

ers are using the model-based approach to assist the per- 1478

formance of the data-driven approach. Thus, in our opinion, 1479

the model-based approach is likely to remain useful for the 1480

time being but the current research interest is indeed shifting 1481

towards the data-driven approach. As the journey to actual 1482

implementations and deployment of a data-driven approach 1483

may take a few years, several theoretical and practical ques- 1484

tions need to be answered. These questions involve the com- 1485

plications associated with the design and training phases, the 1486

need for a framework that provides a generalized protocol 1487
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that is service-oriented and user-centric, and practical online1488

implementations of ML approaches.1489

VII. OPEN ISSUES1490

The open issues connected with the application of ML in1491

mMIMO systems are discussed in this section in order to1492

provide answers to RQ3. Some of the open issues identified1493

in the literature include modular architecture, environment1494

dependency, training, selection of AI techniques, and lack of1495

a common framework.1496

A. MODULAR ARCHITECTURE1497

The PHY of the CM-MIMO system is built up with modular1498

architecture in which each module is optimized based on1499

different performance indices. Examples of such modules are1500

ADC, decoder, baseband processor, modulator, and channel1501

encoder which form part of the transmitter and are optimized1502

block-by-block and not as the whole system. For the various1503

aspects of I-mMIMO systems, the application of ML needs1504

to be structured in order to provide a workflow that optimizes1505

the end-to-end system [25], [33], [276]. Some works have1506

shown the possibilities of application of the ML for end-to-1507

end communication in I-mMIMO systems [114], [115].1508

B. ENVIRONMENT DEPENDENT1509

Most of the DL approaches have been designed to be adap-1510

tive to a particular environment. This leads to performance1511

degradation in the mMIMO systems when there is a change1512

in the statistical correlations. This introduces the challenge1513

of retraining and relearning. Hence, the use of the transfer1514

learning approach is seen as a viable option [223]. This raises1515

the question of the possibility of the I-mMIMO BS to update1516

its training model within the coherence time.1517

C. SECURITY1518

The shift from a model-based mMIMO communication1519

paradigm to data-driven communication using AI opens up1520

issues of security both at the PHY and network layer. Some of1521

the security issues have been explored in [277], [278], [279],1522

[280], and [281]. In [278], the effect of adversarial attack and1523

jamming attack on CSI feedback in DL-based mMIMO were1524

investigated, while in [279] and [280] spoofing attack and1525

eavesdropper’s attacks in [281] were investigated on the PHY.1526

Although the use of the ML is advocated to mitigate security1527

threats, however, a major issue pointed out in [35] is the delay1528

in the detection of such threats.1529

D. TRAINING METHODS1530

One important aspect of ML is training which basically1531

involves mapping input parameters to output functions based1532

on the underlying structures of the mMIMO communication1533

system. In wireless communication, this introduces the chal-1534

lenge of training time and computational complexity. Hence1535

different approaches are being adopted. For instance, the use1536

of ML techniques such as supervised and unsupervised meth-1537

ods requires a large amount of a priori labeled training and1538

testing data. This can be difficult to implement in practical 1539

mMIMO systems. Another issue to consider is whether to 1540

implement online-training [107], [108], [109], [110] or off- 1541

line training. The use of offline training models for real-time 1542

applications is prone to errors and inaccurate predictions. 1543

Hence, online training is advocated. For instance, transfer 1544

learning [223], [282], [283], [284], and adaptive learning 1545

methods are considered for online training in order to meet 1546

the time constraints and reduce training computational com- 1547

plexity and the ability to adapt to changes in the learning envi- 1548

ronment. The use of data from UTs for training purposes also 1549

raises the issue of privacy. To address this issue, the use of FL 1550

has been considered in [96], [101], [102], [103], [104], [105], 1551

and [285]. Although FL helps to solve privacy and band- 1552

width issues the challenge of reconstructing the local gradient 1553

vectors accurately at the central processing unit needs to be 1554

tackled [109]. Furthermore, UTs need to be equipped with the 1555

capability to handle ML algorithms efficiently with optimum 1556

power consumption. Another issue encountered in the use of 1557

ML is the methods and effect of handling missing data and 1558

sparse recovery [286] and the need to find the hyperparameter 1559

(number of layers, neurons) of the ANN. The use of deep 1560

unfolding is exploited to determine the hyperparameter of 1561

ANN for wireless communications via the use of iterative 1562

signal processing algorithms [287], [288]. 1563

VIII. FUTURE TRENDS 1564

In this section, the RQ4 is addressed by pointing out the future 1565

direction we envisage in I-mMIMO systems. 1566

A. I-mMIMO ENABLED APPLICATIONS 1567

The I-mMIMO is currently being used to enable several tech- 1568

nological applications in order to meet the unprecedented 1569

requirements of the B5G. Some of the technological appli- 1570

cations are discussed as follows: 1571

1) VISIBLE LIGHT COMMUNICATION 1572

The use of mMIMO VLC system is considered a promising 1573

approach to improving communication capacity and spec- 1574

trum efficiency [289], [290]. However, achieving an accurate 1575

CE in a large channel matrix where the communication link 1576

with LoS is dominant in VLC remains a challenge. Hence, 1577

the use of ML I-mMIMO systems is currently being explored 1578

to overcome this challenge [289], [290]. 1579

2) HIGH SPEED DEPLOYMENT 1580

The application of mMIMO has been extended in high-speed 1581

mobile bandwidth deployments such as fast-moving 1582

autonomous vehicles [291], [292], [293], [294], vehicle- 1583

to-vehicle communication [295], and unmanned aerial 1584

vehicles (UAV) [187], [296], [297]. The use of I-mMIMO is 1585

expected to support the requirements of vehicle-to-everything 1586

(V2X) [298]. While the CM-MIMO systems seem promis- 1587

ing in these areas, there are several issues that necessitate 1588

the application of I-mMIMO systems. For instance, the use 1589

of DL DoA was proposed to overcome the limitations of 1590

subspace and sparsity DoA estimation using mMIMO for 1591
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autonomous vehicles [291]. On the other hand, the use of1592

DRL in mMIMO systems was proposed to overcome the1593

navigation challenges faced by UAVs by enhancing coverage1594

and convergence [297]. Similarly, the ML techniques have1595

been explored in [296] to increase energy efficiency in a1596

hybrid precoding UAV-basedmmWavemMIMO system. The1597

use of ML aided mMIMO has been explored to predict link1598

quality for vehicle-to-vehicle communication using the CSI1599

between the BS and the vehicle-to-infrastructure in [295].1600

3) Space-AERIAL-TERRESTRIAL INTEGRATED NETWORKS1601

(SATIN)1602

Space-aerial-terrestrial integrated networks (SATIN) are1603

anticipated to play a major role in B5G networks [299].1604

In particular, space networks involve the use of satellite com-1605

munication such as geostationary earth orbit (GEO), medium1606

earth orbit (MEO), and low earth orbit (LEO) satellites [300].1607

Aerial networks consider both high-altitude platform stations1608

(HAPS) such as balloons and kites, and low-altitude platform1609

stations (LAPS) such as UAVs [301]. Meanwhile, terrestrial1610

networks are expected to employ mmWave-aided mMIMO1611

and Terahertz ultra-massive MIMO systems [302]. Unlike1612

classical terrestrial networks, SATIN are able to provide ubiq-1613

uitous coverage and ultra-high data rate. For example, [303]1614

proposes to integrate LEO satellites with mMIMO to achieve1615

the aforementioned goals. Nevertheless, the relative move-1616

ment of the LEO satellites can cause time-varying network1617

topology and intermittent links. These issues lead to key1618

challenges in the CSI acquisition. To address this, one may1619

explore I-mMIMO system [304].1620

As an alternative, HAPS has been proposed to provide1621

wireless access in remote areas and for disaster recov-1622

ery communications. Unlike space networks, HAPS can be1623

used to provide enhanced capacity and coverage in urban1624

and suburban areas as well as for data acquisition, com-1625

puting, caching, and processing [305]. To facilitate these,1626

HAPS with mMIMO has been considered [306]. Neverthe-1627

less, beamforming, interference, and model-based detection1628

scheme require further studies [305], [307], [308]. In addi-1629

tion, LAPS can be used in a similar way as HAPS. But unlike1630

HAPS, LAPS encounter limited size, weight, and power con-1631

straints [309]. Thus, optimal 3D beamforming, trajectory,1632

and placement have to be considered. It is also worth not-1633

ing that UAVs can be employed as aerial users [310]. Thus,1634

in the context of mMIMO, it is necessary to address the pilot1635

contamination, resource splitting, interference, and handover1636

issues [311], [312].1637

4) PRECISION NETWORK PLANNING1638

Precision network planning involves network design and opti-1639

mization that enables service providers to maximize return1640

on investment. The emergency of B5G networks poses more1641

challenges to network planning due to increasing data traffic,1642

heterogeneous network, new use cases, and service demands1643

coupled with environmental factors. Tomeet the stringent key1644

performance indicator of B5G networks, ML is expected to1645

play a vital role in timely network planning. This includes1646

the ability to predict trends and detect anomalies, optimize 1647

power consumption based on usage patterns. In addition, 1648

research on the placement of ML functionalities in the net- 1649

work layer and resource allocation for the ML functionality 1650

is expected to dominate future research works. Research on 1651

radio resource management for different applications using 1652

ML techniques is expected to attract more research interest. 1653

An example is the use of DL-based feedback and precoding 1654

to maximize network throughput in the mmWave network in 1655

an mMIMO-enabled virtual reality (VR)/augmented reality 1656

(AR) system [313]. 1657

5) I-mMIMO IoT SYSTEMS 1658

The adoption of mMIMO system for IoT communication has 1659

been presented in [314] due to the many advantages it offers 1660

for PHY communication. However, I-mMIMO system can be 1661

leveraged to increase the QoS, energy, and spectral efficiency 1662

by taking into account the behaviors and traffic patterns of 1663

IoT devices, age of information [315], delays, and latency 1664

requirements. 1665

B. I-mMIMO SECURITY 1666

As the concept of I-mMIMO matures, research on schemes 1667

to make I-mMIMO secure and robust towards different kinds 1668

of attacks will continue to attract research interest. Also, the 1669

use of ML techniques for the predictive detection of attacks 1670

on mMIMO systems is expected to draw several research 1671

interests. More studies on the vulnerabilities of ML tech- 1672

niques are expected in the deployment of I-mMIMO sys- 1673

tems. As the future mMIMO systems are designed for IoT 1674

applications that have lightweight protocols and end-devices 1675

with low power consumption with low computing capabil- 1676

ities, new security policies and ML protocols are needed. 1677

A new security approach that takes into account accurate 1678

prediction, timely detection, and timely correction is needed 1679

for I-mMIMO systems. 1680

C. GREEN I-mMIMO NETWORKS 1681

An important area that needs to be explored in I-mMIMO is 1682

the application of ML to reduce the information communica- 1683

tion technology (ICT) carbon footprint. The carbon footprint 1684

is described as the life cycle carbon equivalent emissions and 1685

effects that are related to a product or service [316]. The ICT 1686

carbon footprint can be categorized into embodied (extrac- 1687

tion of raw materials, manufacturing, transport, and end of 1688

life) and operational impacts [317]. Due to the increasing 1689

effect of climate change and global warming [316], efforts 1690

need to be directed towards reducing the amount of carbon 1691

generated by the large deployment of mMIMO systems. This 1692

includes AI-driven techniques for reduction of power con- 1693

sumption [318] and tracking of carbon footprint for mMIMO 1694

deployments. Furthermore, the use of wireless power trans- 1695

fer/energy harvesting using I-mMIMO to enable zero energy 1696

devices (ZED) envisioned for 6G opens is expected to attract 1697

the attention of researchers [106]. More research works are 1698

needed for new I-mMIMO protocols that optimize the power 1699

consumption of the ZED. 1700
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D. DIGITAL-TWIN I-mMIMO1701

Digital-twin is an emerging area where information technol-1702

ogy is integrated with operational technology. This enables1703

the integration of physical objects and virtual objects [319].1704

The advancement of computational technology using quan-1705

tum computing and ultra-high reliable network in 5G and1706

B5G, is expected to pave way for digital-twin mMIMO sys-1707

tems. This will allow for real-time monitoring and processing1708

of the physical I-mMIMO systems using virtual I-mMIMO1709

systems.1710

E. TERAHERTZ I-mMIMO1711

The quest to meet the demand for Terabit-per-second (Tbps)1712

using the terahertz-band band (0.3-10 THz) is attracting1713

research interest. However, the constraints of high propaga-1714

tion loss in this band need to be overcome [320]. The use1715

of I-mMIMO system is seen as a promising solution and1716

hence more research works are expected in this area. Possible1717

solutions include the use of ML in intelligent reconfigurable1718

environment enabled I-mMIMO with 3D capabilities [320]1719

and DRL-based multi-hop RIS-assisted hybrid beamforming1720

scheme [321].1721

F. I-mMIMO FRAMEWORK1722

More research work is expected in defining a framework that1723

accounts for ML network architecture or structures that are1724

suitable for I-mMIMO systems. Also, frameworks required1725

to aid the training process both at the PHY and medium1726

access layers are needed. A framework that can account for1727

theDLmodels, number of layers, optimization algorithm, and1728

that are suitable for different I-mMIMO system analysis is1729

needed. Standardization organizations have started consulta-1730

tion in order to define a framework for the application of ML1731

in radio access networks. Examples are the 3GPP [122] and1732

International Telecommunication Union (ITU) [123].1733

G. SELF ORGANIZED I-mMIMO1734

The use of ML in I-mMIMO systems is expected to play a1735

major role in the deployment of B5G networks. These include1736

self-optimization, self-configuration, and self-healing [34],1737

[322]. For example, multi-agent RL is advocated in [27] in1738

overcoming some of the issues of interference in the deploy-1739

ment of THz communications via self-organizing in B5G net-1740

works. More research works are expected in the application1741

of ML for self-healing in the I-mMIMO systems [322], [323]1742

and self-tuning beamforming [324] I-mMIMO systems.1743

H. I-mMIMO IRS DEPLOYMENT1744

More research work is expected in the use of ML to address1745

some of the challenges faced in IRS-aided mMIMO systems.1746

These include the CE complexity due to a large number of1747

LIS elements [325], huge pilot overhead [127], [129], and1748

deciding the optimal location of IRS and how the deployed1749

IRS associate with different BSs or APs [325]. The use of1750

ML in IRS aided mMIMO systems is expected to overcome1751

the challenges faced in obtaining global CSI for distributed 1752

IRS networks [325] and reduction in complex operations for 1753

RIS configuration during channel coherence time [128]. 1754

I. NEW ML TECHNIQUES 1755

For practical implementation of I-mMIMO systems, new 1756

ML techniques that are structured for wireless communi- 1757

cation will continue to attract a great deal of interest. The 1758

use of adaptive learning techniques is expected to replace 1759

the traditional ML techniques where static data are divided 1760

into training and testing. Adaptive learning will enable the 1761

I-mMIMO systems to continuously adapt to change in the 1762

wireless environment with optimal performance. In addition, 1763

the cross-fertilization between data-driven and model-driven 1764

usingmathematical model approaches for specific I-mMIMO 1765

tasks is expected to draw research interest. This will pave 1766

the way for hybrid I-mMIMO systems. More research works 1767

in exploring the application of FL for collaboration between 1768

I-mMIMO BS and UTs in heterogeneous networks and ser- 1769

vice demands are expected. Due to the challenges of hyper- 1770

parameter tuning in the application of ML in I-mMIMO 1771

more research works are required in the exploitation of deep 1772

unfolding. 1773

J. I-mMIMO JCAS 1774

The integration of RF and sensing capability enables the 1775

network to detect the presence of objects and some of the 1776

object’s attributes using radars. This is known as joint com- 1777

munication and sensing (JCAS) [326], [327], [328]. The 1778

use of sensing capabilities in mobile networks provides 1779

opportunities for several use cases such as object detec- 1780

tion and collision avoidance in vehicular networks. Research 1781

in vision-aided wireless communications is an emerging 1782

area [329], [330]. This combines wireless data and vision 1783

data in order to overcome blockage, assist in the prediction of 1784

mMIMO channel subspace, enhance hand-over mechanism, 1785

enable context-aware communication, and provide proactive 1786

network management [329], [330], [331]. Examples of appli- 1787

cation of ML techniques in vision-aided wireless communi- 1788

cation have been explored in [329], [331], [332], and [330] 1789

with potential benefits. However, the deployment of JCAS 1790

opens up new challenges such as the need for signal process- 1791

ing for the detection of the presence and shape of objects, 1792

interference, optimal overheads, and enhanced protocols for 1793

different radar requirements [326]. In addition, the creation of 1794

an effective framework that captures scenario-dependent data 1795

and system configurations for vision-aided wireless commu- 1796

nication is a promising area [329], [332]. 1797

K. NEXT GENERATION MULTIPLE ACCESS 1798

Next generation multiple access schemes such as power- 1799

domain non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), code 1800

domain NOMA, and rate splitting multiple access (RSMA) 1801

are promising techniques that can be used in overloaded 1802

mMIMO systems with a much higher number of users if 1803

compared to available channel resource and spatial degrees 1804
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of freedom [333]. NOMA not only enables multiple users to1805

share the same orthogonal channel resource but also offers1806

a spectral efficient way to multiplex users with different1807

channel qualities and diverse quality of service requirements.1808

Existing studies show that [334], [335], [336] the power1809

domain NOMA is compatible with massive MIMO sys-1810

tems and delivers promising spectral efficiency improvement1811

while minimizing the pilot contamination effect [337] if com-1812

pared to conventional orthogonal multiple access (OMA).1813

Future work of I-mMIMO with NOMA shall consider the1814

use of ML to address the complex problem of joint optimiza-1815

tion of NOMA power coefficients [338], [339], user cluster-1816

ing [336], beamforming [340], and other mMIMO parame-1817

ters in taking into account network load, imperfect CSI, and1818

imperfect hardware.1819

IX. CONCLUSION1820

An overview of ML in I-mMIMO systems has been pre-1821

sented in an attempt to answer the following research ques-1822

tions: RQ1: What are deployment methods for I-mMIMO1823

systems? RQ2: What is the current research trend in the1824

application of ML in I-mMIMO? RQ3: What are the chal-1825

lenges and open issues in the adoption of ML in I-mMIMO1826

systems? RQ4: What are the future directions for ML in I-1827

mMIMO systems? The deployment methods for I-mMIMO1828

systems were presented. The application of ML in I-mMIMO1829

research areas such as IRS aided systems, user localiza-1830

tion, spectral and energy efficiency, modulation, low-bit1831

ADC mMIMO systems, intelligent CF-mMIMO systems,1832

mMIMO decoder, and CE and beamforming were presented.1833

An overview of the I-mMIMO systems shows the plethora1834

of works and the potential of ML in I-mMIMO systems.1835

While I-mMIMO systems look promising, there are many1836

theoretical and practical issues that need to be addressed.1837

These open issues include the adoption of ML for PHY1838

modular architecture, environment-dependent training, secu-1839

rity challenges, training methods, selection of appropriate1840

ML techniques, and lack of framework for easy adoption of1841

ML-enabled mMIMO systems. Based on these challenges1842

as well as the emerging technology, we outline the future1843

research directions in I-mMIMO which include I-mMIMO1844

enabled applications, security in I-mMIMO systems, green1845

I-mMIMO networks, digital-twin I-mMIMO systems, tera-1846

hertz I-mMIMO systems, self-organized I-mMIMO systems,1847

I-mMIMO frameworks, I-mMIMO IRS Deployments, new1848

ML techniques, I-mMIMO JCAS systems, and I-mMIMO1849

aided next-generation multiple access schemes. It is expected1850

that the research community will find this paper helpful by1851

gaining an insight into the plethora of research works that are1852

ongoing in the I-mMIMO systems.1853

ACRONYMS and TERMS1854

3D Three dimensional.
3GPP 3rd generation partnership project.
4PAM Quaternary pulse amplitude modulation.
5G Fifth generation.

1855

6G Sixth generation.
8PSK Eight phase shift keying.
16QAM-16 Quadrature amplitude modulation.
AP Access points.
AS Antenna selection.
AWGN Additive white Gaussian noise.
ADC Analog-to-digital converters.
AoD Angle of departure.
ADCPM Angle-delay channel power matrix.
AoA Angle-of-arrival.
AI Artificial intelligence.
ANN Artificial neural network.
AMC Automatic modulation classification.
AMR Automatic modulation recognition.
BS Base station.
B5G Beyond fifth generation.
BFSK Binary frequency shift keying.
CE Channel estimation.
CF-mMIMO cell-free mMIMO.
CPU central processing unit.
CSI channel state information.
CQF combine-quantize-and-forward.
CPU central processing unit.
CSI channel state information.
CQF combine-quantize-and-forward.
CV-DnCNN Complex valued denoising CNN.
CM-MIMO Conventional mMIMO systems.
CNN Convolutional neural network.
DL Deep learning.
MLP Multilayer perceptron.
DNN Deep neural network.
DTL Deep transfer learning.
DAS Distributed arrays of antennas.
ELM Extreme learning machine.
FL Federated learning.
FDD Frequency division duplex.
FCNN Fully connected neural networks.
GMSK Gaussian minimum shift keying.
GP Gaussian process.
I-mMIMO Intelligent mMIMO.
ICT Information communication technology.
IoT Internet of things.
IRE Intelligent radio environments.
IRS Intelligent reflecting surface.
JCAS Joint communication and sensing.
k-NN k-nearest neighbor.
LIS Large intelligent surface.
LSTM Long short-term memory.
MIMO Multiple input multiple output.
ML Machine learning.
mMIMO Massive MIMO.
mmWave Millimeter wave.
MRC Maximum ratio combining.
MMSE Minimum mean square error.
MSK Minimum shift keying.
NOMA Non-orthogonal multiple access.
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1856 OFDM Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing.
OMA Orthogonal multiple access.
PO Phase-offset.
PHY Physical layer.
DQPSK Differential quadrature phase shift keying.
QPSK Quadrature phase shift keying.
QoS Quality of service.
QF Quantize-and-forward.
RAU Remote antenna units.
RB Resource block.
RL Reinforcement learning.
RIS Reflecting intelligent surface.
RMS Reconfigurable meta-surfaces.
RNN Recurrent neural networks.

1857

RSS Received signal strength.
RSMA Rate splitting multiple access.
SDR Software defined radio.
SLR Systematic literature review.
SINR Signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio.
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio.
TDD Time-division duplex.
ToA Time-of-arrival.
PRISMA Preferred reporting items for systematic

reviews and meta-analyses.
UT User terminals.
V2X Vehicle-to-everything.
WoS Web of Science.
ZF Zero forcing.
ZED Zero energy devices.

1858
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